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W
e’ve been riding our own “Big Bang” for quite a while. The mar-

ketplace was opening up; the universe was expanding – so much

so that we couldn’t find qualified employees. Our fleets were

expanding; our chippers rotating in and out; and new consumers were learning about what quality tree

care could do for their property values. As we rode into the outer edges of tree care space, it seemed like

we would continue to float on into new galaxies for years to come.

We have landed back on earth with a hard thud, and the aftereffects are being felt in some primitive

ways. Different people respond to things in a variety of ways. Some are counting the beans and thinking

about how delighted they will be if they match last year or are within some defined percentage of last year.

Others are diversifying into new revenue streams. Some are closing their businesses. A few are selling.

What everyone is having to get used to is whether or not they are going to stay in maintenance mode,

and therefore accept a more permanent contraction, or if they are going to accept this new day as a dif-

ferent type of challenge and start building the next launching pad.

For some, it’s hitting them pretty hard in some very human ways. Some are depressed. Some are

bored, because what floats them into outer space is building a business. Maintenance of the launching

pad, to them, is about as interesting as being locked in an office putting a financial statement together.

So what do you do once you feel the effects of the reality check and all of its psychological ramifi-

cations? First, you have to remember that if you own the business or are employed to run the business,

you have a leadership responsibility that has been placed on your shoulders. Others are looking to you,

and you only get a fleeting second to lick your wounds, or it will start permeating others around you.

Second, you have to answer those questions I gave you in this space last

month, which will help you have an outline of how to proceed. If you don’t know

where you’re going, the Cheshire Cat’s answer is going to be the path of the day. 

Third, you have to know yourself as a leader. What floats your boat? If the

environment has presented you with a set of circumstances that does not match

your preferred method of operation, then you have some adjusting to do. If

you’re not building and that’s what gets you going, then your managers may be

able to keep things ticking while you look for new business, select a new rev-

enue stream and create its business plan, or realize that for now, you’re freed

up to go and do some of those other things in life.

If that’s not it, and you want to keep your business moving forward, you need to stay engaged with your

peers – more so than ever. That way, you will learn what is and isn’t working for them; you’ll have com-

fort in this great experiment we are now engaged in; and you will be able to catch the next rocket up. 

Remember, too, that the economic and political forces at the moment are intersecting in a way that

we have never experienced before – so while it may seem like maintenance, attempting to prepare for

the unknown is really critical at the moment. It’s easy to get caught up in all of the challenging news.

However, it’s more important to take any extra time and scenario-build for your business. Create mul-

tiple plans with all their implications for how you will navigate through based on the different ways in

which this intersection could play out. If you don’t know how to go about this, create a small group of

business people in your area from different businesses and work together on thinking through how a

variety of business variables could effect what you would do in the coming months/years. 

This exercise will remove boredom, put you back into the driver’s seat, eliminate feelings of “doing

maintenance” and reduce the effects of contraction ...

Cynthia Mills, CAE, CMC
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"Would you tell me, please,
which way I ought to go from
here?" asked Alice. 
"That depends a good deal
on where you want to get to,"
said the Cheshire Cat. 
"I don't much care where ..."
said Alice. 
"Then it doesn't matter which
way you go," said the Cat. 

- Lewis Carroll, Alice's
Adventures in Wonderland 
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EAB damaged ash trees in Mount Vernon, Va..
Photo courtesy of Eric R. Day, Virginia Polytechnic
Institute and State University, Bugwood.org.
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more time for uptake and transportation of

the insecticide than will small trees. Recent

tests show that imidacloprid soil drenches

can also be successful when applied in the

fall.

EAB larvae damage the vascular system

(a.k.a. tree plumbing) as they feed, which

interferes with the movement within the

tree of systemic insecticides. Soil drenches

or injections are aimed primarily at preven-

tative treatment applications. However, in

some cases, this approach may provide

corrective control of low populations of

EAB infested ash trees. Studies are ongo-

ing to determine how much injury a tree

can sustain before systemic insecticide

treatments are no longer effective.

Research results suggest that ash trees

showing greater than 40 percent dieback

are not likely to be salvaged, and any dam-

age can reduce the effectiveness of

systemic treatments.

Trunk-applied systemic insecticides

Several systemic insecticide products

can be injected directly into the trunk of the

tree, including formulations of imidaclo-

prid and emamectin benzoate (see Table 1).

An advantage of trunk injections is that

they can be used on sites where soil treat-

ments may not be practical or effective,

including trees growing on excessively

wet, compacted or restricted soil environ-

ments. However, trunk injections do

wound the trunk, which may cause long-

term damage, especially if treatments are

applied annually. 

Products applied as trunk injections are

typically absorbed and transported within

the tree more quickly than soil applica-

tions. Allow three to four weeks for most

trunk-injected products to move through

the tree. Optimal timing of trunk injections

occurs after trees have leafed out in spring

but before EAB eggs have hatched, or gen-

erally between mid-May and mid-June.

Uptake of trunk-injected insecticides will

be most efficient when trees are actively

transpiring. Best results are usually

obtained by injecting trees in the morning

when soil moisture is good (but not saturat-

ed). Uptake will be slowed by hot afternoon

temperatures and dry soil conditions.  

Noninvasive, systemic basal trunk sprays

Dinotefuran belongs to the same chemi-

cal class as imidacloprid (neonicotinoids),

but it is much more soluble. This product is

labeled for EAB control in some states for

application as a noninvasive, systemic bark

spray by professionals. Although dinotefu-

ran is labeled for use as a soil treatment

against other insect pests, the current label

permits it to be used for EAB only if it is

applied as a trunk spray.  

The formulated insecticide is sprayed on

the lower six feet of the trunk using a com-

mon garden sprayer and low pressure.

10 TREE CARE INDUSTRY – JUNE 2009
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Trunk injection – the Wedgle is a syringe-like applicator, used here for injection of imidacloprid (Pointer) to control emer-
ald ash borer. Photo courtesy of David Cappaert, Michigan State University, Bugwood.org.
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Research has shown that the insecticide

penetrates the bark and moves systemical-

ly throughout the rest of the tree. The

dinotefuran can be mixed with surfactants ,

which may facilitate its movement into the

tree, particularly on large trees with thick

bark. However, in field trials, adding a sur-

factant did not consistently increase the

amount of insecticide recovered from the

leaves of treated trees. 

The basal trunk spray offers the advantage

of being quick and easy to apply and requires

no special equipment other than a garden

sprayer. This application technique does not

wound the tree and, when applied correctly,

the insecticide does not enter the soil.

Protective cover sprays

The objectives of protective bark cover

sprays are to kill newly hatched EAB lar-

vae on the bark before they enter the tree

and, depending on the label, adults as they

feed on the foliage prior to laying eggs.

Products that have been evaluated as cover

sprays for control of EAB include Onyx

(bifenthrin), Tempo (cyfluthrin), Sevin SL

(carbaryl), Orthene (acephate) and

BontaniGard (contains spores of the insect-

killing fungus Beauveria bassiana). Some

of these insecticides have been more effec-

tive than others (see discussion below).

Protective cover sprays are designed to

prevent EAB infestations and must be

timed precisely to be effective. Because

protective residues must be present on the

tree bark before egg hatch to prevent infes-

tation, applications must be timed to

coincide with adult emergence and ovipo-

sition (egg laying), which is difficult to

monitor because there are no effective

pheromone traps for EAB adults.

However, first emergence of EAB adults

generally occurs around 450-500 degree

days (base 50 F), which corresponds close-

ly with full bloom of black locust (Robinia
psuedoacacia), which can serve as a useful

phenological indicator for accurately tim-

ing applications. Best results with cover

sprays have been obtained when two

sequential applications are made, with the

first as black locust reaches full floral

bloom, and the second four weeks later. It

is recommended that homeowners hire

professional applicators to apply protective

bark cover sprays as homeowners typically

do not have the appropriate application

equipment, especially on larger trees, i.e.

greater than 15 feet tall. 

When should EAB treatments begin?

It is quite difficult to determine exactly

when to initiate insecticide treatments.

Research suggests that the best control of

EAB will be obtained when treatments are

initiated in the earliest stages of EAB infes-

tation before visible symptoms are present,

or perhaps even the year before trees are

infested. Treatment programs that begin

too early represent an unnecessary

expense. We suggest that those who want
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This map shows known EAB locations as of May 1, 2009, according to the
Cooperative Emerald Ash Borer Project. We’ve made the Map Key slightly
larger at right for easier reading. For a larger version of the map, and source
information, visit www.emeraldashborer.info/files/MultiState_EABpos.pdf



to protect their ash trees initiate EAB

insecticide treatments if they are located

within an EAB quarantine, or outside a

quarantine but within the immediate vicin-

ity (i.e., 10-12 miles) of a known EAB

infestation. Locations of EAB infestations,

current quarantine maps, and other impor-

tant information regarding EAB can be

found at the following Web sites:

www.aphis.usda.gov/planthealth/plant

pestinfo/emeraldashb/downloads/multista

teeab.pdf

www.entomology.wisc.edu/emeraldash

borer

www.emeraldashborer.wi.gov

How effective are insecticides for control

of EAB? 

Extensive testing of insecticides for con-

trol of EAB has been conducted by

researchers at Michigan State University

(MSU) and The Ohio State University

(OSU). Results of some of the MSU trials

are available at: www.emeraldashborer.info.  

Soil-applied systemic insecticides 

Efficacy of imidacloprid soil injections

for controlling EAB has been inconsistent;

some trials provide excellent control, and

others yield poor results. Differences in

application protocols and conditions of the

trials have varied considerably, making it

difficult to reach firm conclusions about

sources of variation in efficacy. For exam-

ple, an MSU study found that low-volume

soil injections of imidacloprid applied to

small trees averaging 4 inches DBH using

the Kioritz applicator (hand-held device for

making low-volume injections) provided

good control at one site. However, control

was poor at another site where the same

application protocols were used to treat

larger trees (13 inch DBH). Imidacloprid

levels may have been too low in the larger

trees to provide adequate control. Higher

pest pressure at the second site also may

have contributed to poor control in the

large trees. 

In the same trials, high pressure soil

injections of imidacloprid (applied in two

concentric rings, with one at the base of the

tree and the other halfway to the drip line

of the canopy) provided excellent control

at one site. At another site, however, soil

injections applied using the same rate, tim-

ing and application method were

completely ineffective, even though tree

size and infestation pressure were very

similar. It should be noted that recent stud-
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Applying foliar spray. Photo courtesy of David Cappaert,
Michigan State University, Bugwood.org.



ies have shown that imidacloprid soil

injections made at the base of the trunk

result in more effective uptake than appli-

cations made on grid or circular patterns

under the canopy. 

Imidacloprid soil drenches have also

generated mixed results. In some studies

conducted by MSU and OSU researchers,

imidacloprid soil drenches have provided

excellent control of EAB. However, in

other studies, control has been inconsis-

tent. Experience and research indicate that

imidacloprid soil drenches are most effec-

tive on smaller trees and control of EAB

on trees with a DBH that exceeds 15 inch-

es is less consistent. This inconsistency

may be due to the fact that application

rates for systemic insecticides are based on

amount of product per inch of trunk diam-

eter or circumference. As the DBH of a

tree increases, its leaf area and total bio-

mass increase exponentially.

Consequently, for a particular application

rate, the amount of insecticide applied as a

function of tree size is proportionally

decreased as trunk diameter increases.

Hence, systemic insecticides may general-

ly provide better control of some pests on

small trees than on large trees if the appli-

cation rate does not increase as DBH of the

tree increases.  

In an OSU study conducted in Toledo,

imidacloprid soil drenches provided excel-

lent control of EAB on 15-22 inch DBH

trees when applied as double application,

but control was less consistent when

applied as a single application.  Therefore,

when treating trees greater than 15 inch

DBH with imidacloprid soil drenches or

soil injections, two applications are proba-

bly necessary.  Applications can be made

either in fall and again in spring, or twice

in spring, about four weeks apart (for

example in late April and again in late

May).  This is not an option for homeown-

er formulations of imidacloprid, which are

limited by the label to one application per

year.  In all cases, applicators must comply

with the limits specified on the label

regarding the maximum amount of imida-

cloprid that can be applied per acre during

a given year.

Trunk-applied systemic insecticides 

Emamectin benzoate

In several intensive studies conducted

by MSU and OSU researchers, a single

injection of emamectin benzoate in mid-

May or early June provided excellent

control of EAB for at least two years, even

under high pest pressure. For example, a

highly-replicated study was conducted on

trees ranging in size from 5-20 inches

DBH at three sites in Michigan with mod-

erate to high levels of EAB. Untreated

trees had an average of 68 to 132 EAB lar-

vae per square meter (m2) of bark surface,

which represents high pest pressure. In

contrast, trees treated with emamectin ben-

zoate had, on average, only 0.2 larvae per

m2, a reduction of more than 99 percent.

When additional trees were felled and

debarked two years after the emamectin

benzoate injection, there were still virtual-

ly no larvae on the treated trees, while

adjacent, untreated trees at the same sites
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had hundreds of larvae.  

In two OSU studies conducted in Toledo

with street trees ranging in size from 15-25

inches DBH, emamectin benzoate also

provided excellent control over two years.

There was no sign of canopy decline in

treated trees, while the canopies of adjacent

untreated trees severely declined.  

One study suggests that a single injec-

tion of emamectin benzoate may even

control EAB for three years. Studies to fur-

ther evaluate the long-term effectiveness of

emamectin benzoate are underway. To

date, this is the only product that controls

EAB for more than one year with a single

application. In addition, in side-by-side

comparisons with other systemic products

(neonicotinoids), emamectin benzoate was

more effective than other products.  

Imidacloprid

Trunk injections with imidacloprid prod-

ucts have provided varying degrees of

EAB control in trials conducted at different

sites in Ohio and Michigan. In an MSU

study, larval density in trees treated with

Imicide injections were reduced by 60 to

96 percent, compared to untreated controls.

There was no apparent relationship

between efficacy and trunk diameter or

infestation pressure. In another MSU trial,

imidacloprid trunk injections made on May

24 were more effective than those made on

July 19, and IMA-jet injections provided

higher levels of control than did Imicide,

perhaps because of the greater amount of

active ingredient injected when following

the IMA-jet label. In an OSU study in

Toledo, IMA-jet provided excellent control

of EAB on 15-25 inch trees under high pest

pressure when trees were injected annual-

ly. However, trees that were injected

every other year were not consistently

protected.

In a discouraging study conducted in

Michigan, ash trees continued to decline

from one year to the next despite being

treated in both years with either imidaclo-

prid (Imicide, Pointer) or Bidrin

(Inject-A-Cide B) trunk injections. Imicide,

Pointer and Inject-A-Cide B trunk injec-

tions all suppressed EAB infestation levels

in both years, with Imicide generally pro-

viding best control under high pest pressure

in both small (6-inch DBH) and larger (16-

inch DBH) caliper trees. However, larval

density increased in treated and untreated

trees from one year to the next.

Furthermore, canopy dieback increased by

at least 67 percent in all treated trees

(although this was substantially less than

the amount of dieback observed in untreat-

ed trees). Although untreated trees were

more severely impacted, these results indi-

cate that even consecutive years of

treatment with these trunk injection treat-

ments may only slow or delay ash decline

when pest pressure is severe. In another

MSU study, ACECAP trunk implants were

not effective under high pest pressure.

Noninvasive basal trunk sprays with

dinotefuran

Results of studies to date indicate that

the effectiveness of this treatment is similar

to that of many imidacloprid products

applied as trunk or soil injections. MSU

and OSU studies have evaluated residues

in leaves from trees treated with the basal

trunk spray. Results show that the dinote-

furan effectively moved into the trees and

was translocated to the canopy at rates sim-

ilar to those of other trunk-injected

insecticides, and faster than other soil-

applied neonicotinoid products.  

As with imidacloprid treatments, control

of EAB with dinotefuran has been variable

in research trials. In an MSU study con-

ducted in 2007 and 2008, dinotefuran and

imidacloprid applied as trunk sprays

reduced EAB larval density by approxi-

mately 30-60 percent compared to the

heavily infested untreated trees. Neither

treatment provided control for two years;

thus both would have to be applied annual-

ly, which is consistent with other studies.

In general, control is better and more con-

sistent in smaller trees than in large trees,

but more research is needed with larger

trees. Long-term effectiveness of dinotefu-

ran for control of EAB control is not yet

known, although studies to address this are

underway.  
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Trunk injection – Mauget capsules are used to inject
nutrients or pesticides into cambium layer for uptake by
the tree. Photo courtesy of David Cappaert, Michigan
State University, Bugwood.org.



Protective Cover Sprays 

MSU studies have shown that applica-

tions of Tempo and Sevin SL provided

good control of EAB, especially when the

insecticides were applied in late May and

again in early July. Acephate sprays were

less effective. Onyx cover sprays also gave

good control the first year under relatively

light EAB pressure. However, in the sec-

ond year, under heavier pest pressure, they

were not effective. BotaniGard (Beauvaria
bassiana) was also ineffective under high

pest pressure. Astro (permethrin) was not

evaluated against EAB in these tests, but

has been effective for controlling other

species of wood-borers and bark beetles.

In another MSU study, spraying Tempo

just on the foliage and upper branches or

spraying the entire tree was more effective

than simply spraying just the trunk and

large branches. This suggests that cover

sprays may be especially effective for con-

trolling EAB adults as they feed on leaves

in the canopy. They also found a single,

well-timed spray provided good control of

EAB, although two sprays may provide

extra assurance, given the long period of

adult EAB activity.  

It should be noted that spraying large

trees is likely to result in a considerable

amount of insecticide drift, even when con-

ditions are ideal. Drift and potential effects

of insecticides on non-target organisms

should be considered when selecting

options for EAB control.  

Key Points and Summary

Recommendations:

Insecticides can effectively protect ash

trees from EAB.

Unnecessary insecticide applications

waste money. If EAB has not been detect-

ed within 10-15 miles, your trees are at low

risk. Be aware of the status of EAB in your

location. Current maps of known EAB

populations can be found at www.emeral-

dashborer.info. Remember, however, that

once a county is quarantined, maps for that

county are no longer updated.  

Emamectin benzoate is the only prod-

uct tested to date that controls EAB for

more than one year with a single applica-

tion. It also provided a higher level of

control than other products in side-by-

side field studies.

Research and experience suggest that

EAB control with insecticides becomes

less consistent on larger trees. Research has

not been conducted on trees larger than 25-

inch DBH. When treating very large trees

under high pest pressure, it may be neces-

sary to consider combining two treatment

strategies.

Imidacloprid soil drenches and soil

injections are most effective when made at

the base of the trunk. Applications made in

the spring or the fall have been shown to be

equally effective.  

Imidacloprid soil injections should be no

more than 2-4 inches deep, to avoid plac-

ing the insecticide beneath feeder roots.

When treating trees greater than 15-inch

DBH with imidacloprid soil treatments,

best results will be obtained with two

applications per year. However, imidaclo-

prid formulations for homeowners (Table

1) can be applied only once per year.

Treatment programs must comply with

label restrictions on the amount of imida-

cloprid that can be applied per acre in a

given year.

To facilitate uptake, systemic trunk and

soil insecticides should be applied when

the soil is moist but not saturated or exces-

sively dry. 

When using imidacloprid or dinotefuran

for EAB control, use the highest labeled

rate. Insects that feed under the bark are

difficult to control; resist the temptation to

cut corners to save money.

Trees that are already infested and show-

ing signs of canopy decline when
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treatments are initiated may continue to

decline in the first year after treatment, and

then begin to show improvement in the

second year due to time lag associated with

vascular healing. Trees exhibiting more

than 50 percent canopy decline are unlike-

ly to recover even if treated.

Summary

Insecticides are valuable tools that

have shown potential for protecting trees

from EAB, including soil-applied sys-

temic insecticides, trunk-injected

systemic insecticides and protective

cover sprays applied to the trunk,

branches and (depending on the label)

foliage. It is important to understand that

success in not assured, and that trees will

have to be treated each year. In many

cases, it may be more cost-effective to

remove and replace the tree. 

Insecticide applications have effectively

protected ash trees from EAB. However, in

some university research trials, trees have

continued to decline from EAB attack

despite being treated over consecutive

years. In other studies, EAB treatments

have failed completely! The bottom line is

that research on chemical (insecticide) con-

trol of EAB remains in the early stages, and

we still do not have enough experience to

know under what circumstances insecti-

cides treatments will be effective over the

long term.

R. Chris Williamson, Ph.D., is an associ-
ate professor in the Department of
Entomology at the University of
Wisconsin-Madison. Fredric Miller, Ph.D.,
is a professor in the Department of
Horticulture at Joliet Junior College in
Joliet, Illinois, and a research associate-in
entomology at The Morton Arboretum in
Lisle, Ill. This article was based on their
presentation on the subject at TCI EXPO
2008 in Milwaukee.
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Events & Seminars

June 17-18, 2009*
Certified Treecare Safety Professional-CTSP Workshop
Coincides with Trees Florida, Sarasota, FL
Contact: 1-800-733-2622; www.tcia.org

June 25-26, 2009
ArborMaster Level 1 Tree Climbing Methods
Haddam, CT
Contact: (860) 429-5028; www.arbormaster.com

June 27-28, 2009 & June 29-30, 2009
Level 1 Precision Felling & Chain Saw Handling
Haddam, CT
Contact: (860) 429-5028; www.arbormaster.com

June 29-30, 2009
Level 1 Arborist Rigging Applications
Haddam, CT
Contact: (860) 429-5028; www.ArborMaster.com

July 12-14, 2009*
Legislative Day on the Hill; PLANET/TCIA
Washington, DC
Contact: garvin@tcia.org; 1-800-733-2622

July 22-23, 2009*
Certified Treecare Safety Professional-CTSP Workshop
Coincides with ISA Annual Conference, Providence, RI 
Contact: 1-800-733-2622; www.tcia.org

July 24-29, 2009*
ISA Annual Conference & Trade Show
Providence, RI
Contact: ISA@ISA-Arbor.com; (217) 355-9411

August 5-6, 2009
Level 1 Tree Climbing Methods
Attleboro, MA
Contact: (860) 429-5028; www.ArborMaster.com

August 7-8,2009
Level 1 Precision Felling & Chain Saw Handling
Attleboro, MA
Contact: (860) 429-5028; www.ArborMaster.com

August 14, 2009
SHADE: Southwest Horticulture Annual Day of Education
The Buttes Resort, Tempe, AZ
Contact: ANA (480) 966-1610.; www.azna.org

August 14, 2009
English Climbing
Rancho Dominguez, CA
Contact: Dave Sherman (310) 223-2400
www.northamericantrainingsolutions.com

August 15, 2009
Spanish Climbing
Rancho Dominguez, CA
Contact: Dave Sherman (310) 223-2400
www.northamericantrainingsolutions.com

August 17-18, 2009
Level 1 Tree Climbing Methods (Taught in Spanish)
Los Angeles, CA
Contact: (860) 429-5028; www.ArborMaster.com

August 19-20, 2009*
Certified Treecare Safety Professional-CTSP Workshop
Target Specialty Products
San Jose, CA
Contact: 1-800-733-2622; www.tcia.org

August 19-20, 2009
Level 1 Precision Felling/Chain Saw Handling-Spanish
Los Angeles, CA
Contact: (860) 429-5028; www.ArborMaster.com

August 29, 2009
Climbing / Rigging
Knoxville, TN
Contact: Fred Pinyon (800) 455-0029
www.northamericantrainingsolutions.com

September 15-16, 2009
Level 1 Tree Climbing Methods
New York City area, NY
Contact: (860) 429-5028; www.ArborMaster.com

September 16, 2009
Rigging
Sacramento, CA
Contact: Nate Anderson (916) 643-0999
www.northamericantrainingsolutions.com

September 17-18, 2009
Level 1 Precision Felling & Chain Saw Handling
New York City area, NY
Contact: (860) 429-5028; www.ArborMaster.com

September 18, 2009
Climbing
Burnsville, MN
Contact: Russ Lewis (888) 562-7062
www.northamericantrainingsolutions.com

September 18, 2009
Rigging (English)
Livermore, CA
Contact: Stephanie/Kelly (925) 454-3100
www.northamericantrainingsolutions.com

September 19, 2009
Rigging (Spanish)
Livermore, CA
Contact: Stephanie/Kelly (925) 454-3100
www.northamericantrainingsolutions.com

September 23-24, 2009
Level 1 Tree Climbing Methods
Longmont, CO
Contact: (860) 429-5028; www.ArborMaster.com

September 25-26, 2009
Level 1 Precision Felling & Chain Saw Handling
Longmont, CO
Contact: (860) 429-5028; www.ArborMaster.com

September 28-29, 2009
Level 1 Arborist Rigging Application 
Longmont, CO
Contact: (860) 429-5028; www.ArborMaster.com

September 29-30, 2009
Certified Treecare Safety Professional-CTSP Workshop
Coincides with ISA-Texas
Round Rock, TX
Contact: 1-800-733-2622; www.tcia.org

September 30-October 2, 2009
Level 2 Arborist Rigging Applications
Longmont, CO
Contact: (860) 429-5028; www.ArborMaster.com

November 5-7, 2009*
TCI EXPO 2009
Tree Care Industry Association Conference and
Trade Show
Baltimore, MD
Contact: 1-800-733-2622; cyr@tcia.org; www.tcia.org

January 3-4, 2010 
2010 Western Annual Meeting and Trade Show
Western Nursery and Landscape Association
Overland Park Convention Center, Overland Park, KS
Contact: info@wnla.org; www.wnla.org

February 7-11, 2010
Winter Management Conference 2010
Tree Care Industry Assocaition 
Big Island of Hawaii, HI
Contact: 1-800-733-2622; cyr@tcia.org; www.tcia.org

* Indicates that TCIA staff will be in attendance

Industry Almanac More almanac online!
For the most up to date calendar information, 

visit www.tcia.org � news � industry calendar

June 9 Market Hardware -
How to use Google & Yahoo 
to find and land new clients 

June 24 Doug Malawsky -
Chasing Storms and working 
with the insurance industry.

Sept. 16 John Allin 
Expanding Your Profit
Centers: Snow Removal

For more up-to-date information on 
webinars, visit www.tcia.org/webinars.

Upcoming TCIA webinars
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AlturnaMATS marks 15th
anniversary

AlturnaMATS Inc. began in the garage

of its previous owner, Jim Aaron, in

Titusville, Florida, at the beginning of

1994. From his garage, the business moved

to a warehouse building on West Central

Avenue in Titusville. 

Then, with orders rolling in and the con-

tinuing growth of the company,

AlturnaMATS moved in

2003 to the Titusville

Opportunity Park.

With retire-

ment on the

minds of Jim

Aaron and his

wife, AlturnaMATS

was sold to Michael

Gierlach in 2006. 

In 2009, AlturnaMATS is celebrating its

15th year in business and Gierlach is happy

to report that the business continues to

grow in domestic and international areas.

Vermeer acquires remaining
stake in Wildcat

Vermeer Corporation has acquired the

remaining ownership interest in Wildcat

Mfg. Co. Incorporated located in Freeman,

South Dakota. In 2007, Vermeer purchased

an initial stake in the manufacturer of trom-

mel screens and compost turners. The

acquisition will allow Vermeer to continue

to grow its lineup of solutions for wood-

waste recycling and composting

customers. The Wildcat manufacturing and

support staff will remain located in

Freeman.

Bartlett opens new locations
in Georgia, Minnesota 

Bartlett Tree Experts established new

offices in two locations this spring. Bartlett

added these offices after the acquisition of

Empire Tree and Turf in Augusta, Georgia,

and Top Notch Treecare in Plymouth,

Minnesota. The company now has nearly

100 offices in 27 U.S. states as well as

Canada, Great Britain and

Ireland.

The addition of a loca-

tion in Augusta

complements the compa-

ny’s two existing Georgia

offices in Savannah and

Tucker, outside of Atlanta.

Minnesota is a completely

new market for Bartlett.

Staff from both acquired

companies will be joining

Bartlett to provide seam-

less service to customers

and help ensure a

smooth transition.

“We continue to

have success in new

areas because we have a

strong business model that

works whether you’re in

the Northeast, the

Midwest or even Ireland,”

said Robert A. Bartlett Jr.,

chairman of Bartlett Tree

Experts. “In terms of acquisitions, that

means selecting only those firms that can

be best integrated into our culture.” 

According to Greg Daniels, president of

Bartlett Tree Experts, the company has also

strengthened their presence in existing

service areas through acquisitions in the

Northeast and Canada.

“Now is a vital time to be looking for

creative ways to grow,” said Daniels.

“Expanding into new areas, offering differ-

ent services and implementing technology

to better serve customers are just a few of

the ways we’re doing that.”

Arbor Masters Tree Care
joins HMI network

Arbor Masters Tree Care Company of

Shawnee, Kansas, has joined Horticultural

Asset Management, Inc.’s Authorized

Member (AM) Network. HMI provides

property owners, insurers and others with

inspections, replacement cost calculations

and a full suite of claims support services

for trees and shrubs. HMI has established a

national network of arborists and profes-

sional tree care companies to support these

products and services. 

“We have worked with HMI on many

insurance claims and we are very

impressed with the software they have

developed to document tree inventories,”

said Ron Keith, CEO of Arbor Masters.

“In addition to offering the tree care

industry exciting new revenue streams,

HMI enables us to provide our clients

with invaluable data for establishing the

value and importance of a healthy land-

scape.”

“HMI’s Authorized Member Network is

a critical component of our comprehensive

plan to support a wide range of important

products and services that we provide our

clients,” said Doug Malawsky, HMI exec-

utive vice president and COO. “We are

thrilled to add the Arbor Masters team of

certified arborists and expert tree service

personnel to our network.”

Cutting Edge News

Send your Cutting Edge Product
information to:
Don Staruk at

staruk@tcia.org
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T
he Massachusetts Arborists

Association (MAA) celebrated

Arbor Day with their 30th annual

volunteer project at Minute Man National

Historical Park in Concord, Mass., on May

1. More than 175 MAA members pruned,

planted, fertilized and removed an array of

mature shade trees throughout one of

Massachusetts’ most historically signifi-

cant sites. 

The value of the tree care service pro-

vided by the MAA volunteers was

estimated to be about $250,000. Mike

Lueders, MCA, MCLP of Lueders Tree &

Landscape Co, Inc. in Medfield, Mass.,

served as chairman of the MAA’s 2009

Arbor Day committee. He was assisted by

committee co-chair Dick Stoner, MCA of

Stoner Trees & Shrubs in Sherborn, Mass.,

and other MAA leaders. 

“We can’t thank the MAA volunteers

enough for their generous contribution of

time and expertise,” said Nancy Nelson of

the National Park Service. “The arborists’

effort at Minute Man brings much needed

awareness to the importance of profession-

al tree care. In one day, they accomplished

what it would have taken us more than a

decade to complete. They clearly demon-

strated the organization’s commitment to

environmental stewardship.”

Minute Man National Historical Park

preserves and interprets significant historic

sites, structures and landscapes where the

American Revolution began on April 19,

1775. Today, the park is a global symbol of

humanity's universal struggle for liberty.

This year is the park’s 50th Anniversary.

The 1038-acre park includes the North
2 0 0 9  M A A  A r b o r  D a y

Volunteer Companies
*TCIA Members

•A Plant Health Care Consultant • Cambridge
Landscape Co. • Cedar Lawn Tree Service, Inc.*

• City of Cambridge • City of Waltham • CTI
Youth Build Lowell • Davey Tree Expert Co.*
• Dept. of Natural Resources Conservation

• Eagle Eye Institute • Ferreira, Douglas
• G. Bourne Knowles & Co., Inc.* • Hartney
Greymont, Inc.* • Horticultural Technologies
• James. F. Martin Consulting Arborist, Inc.

• Lincoln Tree & Landscape • Leuders Tree &
Landscape, Inc. • Maltby & Company, Inc.*
• McBride Tree Service • Mead Bros. Tree

Service, Inc.* • National Park Service • Natural
Pruner • NSTAR Electric & Gas Corp. • Paul E.

West Crane Svc. • Phil Mastroianni Corp.
• Richard Hunt Landscape Co. • Stoner Trees &

Shrubs • Stumpy’s Tree Service* • The Green
Co. at Kings’ Way • Town of Framingham-DPW

• Tree Specialists, Inc.* • Tree Tech, Inc.*
• Twisted Oaks Tree Service • Urban Forestry

Solutions Inc.* • Vermeer Northeast* • Waverly
Landscape Associates • Youth Build Fall River

• Youth Build New Bedford

Volunteers Donate Time and
Expertise to Celebrate Arbor Day
Volunteers Donate Time and
Expertise to Celebrate Arbor Day

(Continued on page 22)
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Fred Marvin “Bull” pruner
Fred Marvin’s new PH5 pruner head, otherwise known as the “Bull,”

features a 1¾-inch cut, a single pulley and reinforced, replaceable parts.

The PH5 is lightweight, only 7 ounces more than the original Marvin

PH4 head. The slim design permits access to many areas not reached by

more bulky pruners, and the cutting blade is made of high-grade steel to

permit it to be resharpened several times. The QCB (pictured) is the

same PH5/Bull with a “quick change” adapter and duel pulley system.

Contact Fred Marvin at 1-800-540-6680 or via www.pruner.com.

Cutting Edge - Products
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Echo CS-600P chain saw
Echo’s CS-600P chain saw features a “Performance Cutting System,” consisting of

a professional-quality bar and high-performance chain, a 59.8 cc high-performance, 2-

stroke Power Boost Vortex engine, a heavy-duty

easy-access air filter, a decompres-

sion valve, a dual post chain-brake

handle, a side access chain tension-

er, a clutch-driven oiler, and a computerized

ignition advance for automatic engine timing adjust-

ments. Designed for professionals, the CS-600P comes

standard with a 24-inch bar and chain with optional 20-inch

and 27-inch lengths also available. The saw weighs 13 pounds (without bar and chain)

and has a fuel capacity of 19.1 fluid ounces and an oil capacity of 10.1 fluid ounces.

Contact ECHO Incorporated at 1-800-432-ECHO or via www.echo-usa.com.

Guardair HydroForce Power
Wash Gun

Guardair Corporation’s new

HydroForce power wash gun combines

the forces of compressed air and water

resulting in a turbulent

air/water jet stream per-

fect for heavy-duty

cleaning. Designed to

operate on compressed air

supplied by either an in-

plant or 185 tow-behind

compressor, and standard

municipal utility water, the

HydroForce requires

no external electric or

gasoline powered

pressure unit or power

package. Both hot and 

cold water capable, the

HydroForce has no 

duty-cycle limitations.

Lightweight and portable,

the unit features one-trigger

operation, a 48-inch, 

stainless-steel extension,

adjustable auxiliary handle

and a water shutoff valve for

optional use of compressed-

air only for drying.

Producing over 13 pounds

of cleaning power, the HydroForce is

designed for heavy duty industrial and

construction cleaning needs. It meets or

exceeds OSHA standards. Contact

Guardair via www.guardaircorp.com.

Real Green Systems’ Mobile Assistant 
Real Green Systems’ Mobile Assistant hand-held computer can help save time, fuel

and increase productivity for your workforce in the field. These units

are synchronized with existing Service Assistant software at your

office. You can download routes optimized for efficiency, complete

with voice turn-by-turn directions. Operators can type in notes that

can later be uploaded into your data base. Marketing data can be

downloaded into these units, allowing your operator to gather data of

non-customers. They can also be used as phones so you always have

contact with your field technicians. Use the Mobile Assistant solu-

tion to ensure accurate data entry and provide a safe, modern method

for your staff to service customers. Contact Real Green Systems via

www.realgreen.com or 1-800-422-7478.

Send your Cutting Edge Product
information to:
Don Staruk at

staruk@tcia.org

Bridge, site of “the shot heard round the

world,” the Minute Man statue, and the

first four miles of the Battle Road. The

park also preserves The Wayside, where

19th-century authors kept the spirit of the

Revolution alive by contributing to the cre-

ation of a uniquely American literature.

The five-mile Battle Road Trail connects

many park sites. 

MAA
(Continued from page 21)
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Kong Back-Up fall arrester
Kong’s new Back-Up

fall arrester available

from U.S. Rigging is

safe and simple to

use with only one

hand. It follows the

climber/operator in both directions

and stops possible falling. By shifting

the special button on the lock mode, the

Back-Up can be used as a positioning

device or a normal locking device. Back-Up is

designed and built to comply with the strongest

stress tests and eliminate the shocking effects on

ropes caused by traditional self-locking rope grabs

with toothed cams. Made of stainless steel and

light alloy, it weighs 205grams (without connec-

tor). Contact U.S. Rigging at 1-800-624-1116 or

via www.usrigging.com.

Bandit Quick-Change Rotary Drum
The simple rotary drum chipper has been a fixture in the util-

ity line maintenance and tree maintenance industry for

more than half a century, and the basic design of

these drums has not changed in nearly 25 years.

Bandit’s new rotary drum design cuts knife

changing time in half, makes it easier to set

the knife to the anvil, and easy to remove

the shaft of the drum should the need

arise. Introducing, the new Quick-

Change Rotary Drum chipper from Bandit (patent applied for). Knife maintenance

is one of the most important items on these dependable chippers. The need to

remove the shaft from the drum is not a common occurrence, but when the need

does arise, the old-style shafts on conventional drums can be very difficult to

remove. Oftentimes the shaft must be cut from the drum, ruining both compo-

nents. Removing the shaft from the rotor in the Quick-Change System is simple

and can be easily completed without damaging the rotor. Bandit offers two differ-

ent styles of rotary drum chippers, including 12-inch and 16-inch long drums.

Contact Bandit Industries, Inc. via www.banditchippers.com or 1-800-952-0178.
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By Norm Hall

The use of mobile, truck-mounted
cranes for tree work has increased
dramatically in recent years.

Accidents while using mobile cranes for
tree work have also increased. This article
will focus on safe work practices while
using a mobile crane for removing trees. 

The following is a quote from a website
found while doing research for this article:

“Mobile cranes are responsible for the
most accidents, injuries and fatalities of all
the crane types.” 

Please note that this statement is from all
mobile crane use, not just tree removal.

The most practical place to start is with
the ANSI Z133.1-2006 safety standard and
what it states about safety and mobile crane
operations.

5.7.9.2 – The qualified crane operator
and the person responsible for the work to
be performed shall meet prior to the work
to review the procedures to be followed. If
the work involves a signal person and/or

arborist being lifted, these persons shall
participate in the review as well. A job
briefing shall be done before any work
begins, in accordance with subsection
3.1.4.

3.1.4 – “A job briefing shall be per-
formed by the qualified arborist in charge
before the start of each job. The briefing
shall be communicated to all affected
workers.” 

These statements are telling us a thor-
ough job briefing shall be done with the
entire team and the crane operator. Details
to include are: crane hand signals, who is
going to climb and cut, does a co-worker
need to set chokers for the climber, where
to set the mobile equipment (truck/chipper,
aerial lift, crane), landing zone, staging

area for logs, who is bucking, chip dump
site, vehicular and pedestrian traffic con-
trol and ground worker safety (don’t stand
beneath a suspended load). 

3.3.1 – “Emergency phone numbers
shall be available when and where arbori-
cultural operations are being carried out.
Arborists and other workers on the jobsite
shall be instructed as to the specific loca-
tion of such information.” 

All team members shall know the

“Emergency Plan.”

5.2.7 – “The operator shall ensure ade-
quate clearance exists and give warning
prior to lowering outriggers. Pads shall be
placed under outrigger feet when they are
needed to ensure stable footing.” 
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Crane Safety

Figure 1 – Components used when hoisting personnel: a
17-ton, screw-pin shackle, a 2-foot ring & ring friction
saver, and a steel, double-auto-locking carabiner.

Figure 2 – When hoisting a climber, you can see the hoisting rig does not interfere with the hook or ball.



Pads or cribbing shall be used to protect

surfaces from outrigger damage.

5.7.3 – “Operators of hoisting equip-
ment shall maintain a minimum approach
distance from energized conductors in
accordance with table 1 or 2, as applica-
ble. A spotter shall be used when work is
being performed in proximity to electrical
conductors. Personnel assigned to work in
proximity to the tree removal shall be
trained and follow guidelines for electrical
hazards (section 4, Electrical Hazards).” 

Keep all crane parts a minimum of 10

feet away from energized lines.

5.7.7 – “Tree sections shall be rigged to
minimize shock loading. Shock loading
shall be avoided, and free fall is prohibited.
A green weight log chart shall be available
to the crew.” 

5.7.8 – “Riding the load line of a crane
while it is under tension shall be prohibit-
ed, except for the circumstances outlined in
subsection 5.7.9.11.”

5.7.9 – “A qualified arborist may be
hoisted into position utilizing a crane if the
arborist is tied with an arborist climbing
line and arborist harness, and secured to a
designated anchor point on the boom line
or crane.”

5.7.9.11 – “The qualified arborist shall
be detached from the crane any time it
comes under load tension.”

EXCEPTION

“When it has been determined that all
reasonable possible alternate methods are
inaccessible and attachment to the subject
tree would create a greater safety risk
due to its hazardous condition, the qual-
ified crane operator and the qualified
arborist shall allow the qualified
arborist to remain attached to the crane
when it is under load. Possible alternate
methods include, but are not limited to;
(a) the qualified arborist securing to the
tree and detaching from the crane
before it comes under load; (b) using a
second crane; (c) using an aerial lift
device; (d) using an adjacent tree.”

5.7.9.12 – “When the qualified
arborist is attached to the crane while it
is under load, the total weight shall not
exceed 50 percent of the load capacity
for the radius and current configuration

of the crane.” 
NOTE: It is highly
recommended that
the qualified arborist
descend to the ground
as soon as it is safe to
do so after the cut has
been completed.

Once at the jobsite

Crane hand signals
must be incorporated
into the job briefing.
Go over the crane
hand signals with all
teammates and the
crane operator.
Designate a “main sig-
nal ground person” and
determine if any “blind” lifts are going to
be made. If the crane operator cannot see
the arborist making the cut, it is a blind lift.
Either a signal person or radio communica-
tions shall be used in all blind lifts. Any
wood that is not to be chipped shall have a
staging area that is clear of all crane and
other wood disposal operations.

Hoisting personnel

Hoisting personnel from the load line or
ball is a controversial issue. Mark Adams
wrote an article about hoisting personnel in
the March 2007 issue of TCI Magazine
(visit tcia.org, under Publications). Please
refer to that article for further clarification.
The personnel hoisting method we use is
safe and doesn’t interfere with the hook or
ball. The components are: a 17-ton, screw-

pin shackle, a 2-foot ring & ring friction
saver, and a steel, double-auto-locking
carabiner. (See Figure 1) 

In Figure 2, you can see the hoisting rig
does not interfere with the hook or ball.
The FS rings are positioned beneath the
center line of the ball to prevent the climb-
ing line from rubbing on the ball and
getting abraded.

Sling identification data

All slings shall have the following data
indelibly marked on them: (a) rope manu-
facturer and the date of manufacture; (b)
rope fiber, diameter and length of sling; (c)
average breaking strength in pounds and
kilograms; (d) safe working loads (SWL)
in pounds and kilograms (KGs) in vertical,
choked, and basket configurations. 

Critical lifts

In some states, a critical lift form
must be filled out any time a critical lift
is done. Check with your state authori-
ties. A critical lift includes the
following: (a) load exceeds 75 percent
of the crane’s current radius and config-
uration; (b) lifts over or near energized
lines; (c) hoisting personnel or a man
cage; (d) blind lifts; (e) lifts over an
operating facility or residence; (f) utiliz-
ing special hoisting or rigging
equipment; (g) two or more cranes
simultaneously hoisting the same load. 

How many times do we hoist loads
that weigh more than 75 percent of the
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Figure 3 – Sling angles have a direct and oftentimes dramatic effect on the rated capaci-
ty of a sling. Each sling leg in a vertical basket hitch absorbs 500 pounds of stress from a
1,000 pound load. The same load, when lifted in a 60-degree basket hitch, exerts 577
pounds of tension on each leg.

Figure 4 – It is critical that rated capacities be reduced to account for
sling angles. Use this formula and chart to calculate the reduction in
rated capacities caused by various sling angles.



crane’s capacity, hoist personnel or a man
cage, do blind lifts, and use special rigging
gear such as synthetic eye slings or spider
legs? These are all considered critical lifts
and must be done with caution and com-
municated to all teammates.

Sling angles

Sling angles have a direct and oftentimes

dramatic effect on the rated capacity of a
sling. This angle, which is measured
between a horizontal line and the sling tie-
off, may apply to a single-leg sling in an
angled, vertical or basket hitch, or to a
multi-sling spider leg system. Any time
pull is exerted at an angle on a leg, the ten-
sion or stress on each leg is increased. To
illustrate, each sling leg in a vertical basket

hitch absorbs 500 pounds of stress from a
1,000 pound load. The same load, when
lifted in a 60-degree basket hitch, exerts
577 pounds of tension on each leg. (See
figure 3)

It is critical therefore, that rated capaci-
ties be reduced to account for sling angles.
Angles less than 45 degrees are not recom-
mended, and those below 30 degrees
should be avoided whenever possible. Use
the formula and chart shown to calculate
the reduction in rated capacities caused by
various sling angles. (See Figure 4.)

Sling hitch rated capacities

Every lift uses one of three hitches: ver-
tical, choker or basket. (See figure 5)

Choke angle rating

If a load is hanging free, the normal
choke angle is approximately 135 degrees.
If the choke angle is less than 135 degrees,
an adjustment in the sling’s rated capacity
must be made. Choker hitches at angles
greater than 135 degrees are not recom-
mended, since they are unstable. Extreme
care should be taken to determine the angle
of choke as accurately as possible. (See
figure 6)

In controlled tests where the angle was
less than 120 degrees, the sling body
always failed at the point of choke when
pulled to destruction. Allowance for this
phenomenon must be made any time a
choker hitch is used to shift, turn or control
a load, or when the pull is against the choke
in a multi-leg lift.

Wire rope

Wire rope chokers have been the sling of
choice in the past. One of the challenges
using wire rope chokers is where to place
the choker to minimize shock once the
limb is cut. Using two or more wire rope
chokers to try and “balance” a limb is chal-
lenging due to the fixed length of the
chokers.

There are two ways to set an eye-&-eye
wire rope choker. The most common is to
take the choker off the hook and put one
eye through the other to form a “choke.”
The other method is to use an appropriate-
size screw-pin anchor shackle in one eye to
use as the “choke.” This way, the eye on
the hook stays attached, and the screw pin
shackle is unthreaded, installed around the
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Figure 5 – Every lift uses one of three hitches: vertical, choker or basket.



leg of the choker and rethreaded. This
method is safer due to the fact that the
choker eye on the hook doesn’t have to be
removed and replaced each cut, and the
hook “gate” can be pinned closed. 

One important factor to remember is, the
choker eye must be set in the shackle pin to
prevent the pin from unthreading during
tensioning. (See Figure 7)

Synthetic webbing slings and rope

Synthetic webbing slings have been used
in crane work due to their light weight and
ease of use. They don’t kink like wire rope
and seem to cinch better on wood. Their
limitation is the fixed length as well. 

Enter “synthetic spliced eye-slings.”
They have a fixed, spliced eye on one end
only. (See Figure 2, in the “bow” of the
screw-pin shackle attached to the hook).
The other end is used for a tie-off. The
lengths we have are 20 foot, 30 foot and 36
foot. They are constructed of a polyester
hollow braid, i.e. Tenex, Yalex, Nerex in a
5/8-inch diameter. For working in close
proximity to energized lines, we also have
some spliced eye-slings constructed of
Dyneema SK60, a high-strength, low-
weight exotic rope fiber that is dielectric.
These spliced eye-slings have an average
breaking strength of 27,000 pounds in ½-
inch diameter and 40,000 pounds in 5/8-inch

diameter, as opposed to
12,000 pounds and 18,000
pounds, respectively, in poly-
ester hollow braid.

The benefit of using these
slings is the unlimited length
adjustment. The sling may be
tied at any spot along the
length, making it ideal for
“balancing” limbs.

Knots

The knot, or hitch, of
choice in crane work is the
cow hitch. The cow hitch has
two turns of rope on the
wood and is easily untied
after loading. The limitation
of the cow hitch is that it
needs enough rope to go
around the limb or log twice. If the rope
isn’t long enough to go around twice, a
timber hitch will work. We, at The Care of
Trees, have been adding one more turn at
the throat to increase knot efficiency, in

addition to the recommended five tucks.
We named this knot “the better timber
hitch.”

Notches

In certain situations, a notch cut is advis-
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Figure 6 – Extreme care should be taken to determine
the angle of choke as accurately as possible.
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Figure 7 –  The leg of the wire rope choker runs inside the “bow” of the 
shackle.



able to prevent the chok-

er from sliding off the

wood. If there isn’t a stub

or flare to place the chok-

er beneath, the possibility

of the choker sliding off

exists. In Figure 7 you

can see a notch cut for the

choker to fit into to keep

it from sliding up and off

the log.

Cuts

As a rule of thumb, use

a cut that will shock load

the crane the least. In most cases, with lat-

eral limbs, this will be a straight slicing cut.

Other situations may dictate a notch and

back cut, or a step cut, depending on what

the outcome is.

Conclusion

A crane removal is arguably the most

complex operation you’ll run into in tree

care. There are many variables in play, and

the stakes are high. This article only

scratches the surface of what one needs to

know. When you plan that next crane job,

make sure you invest enough time and

resources for planning and preparation.

Norm Hall, CTSP, is also an ISA Certified
Arborist and Tree Worker, and a regional
trainer for The Care of Trees in Wheeling,
Illinois. This article was excerpted from his
presentation on the same subject at TCI
EXPO 2008 in Milwaukee.
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Figure 8 – Two turns at the throat of the hitch.



Kudos for Guide for Plant
Appraisal column

Many kudos to “Scope of 10th Guide for

Plant Appraisal” in your May 2009 edition

of Tree Care Industry Magazine. In my opin-

ion, it is one of the best Council Corner

articles, which have been appearing for

many years now.

I know what CTLA (Council of Tree and

Landscape Appraisers) is going through in

this tedious process, as I sat at that table for

13 years before resigning in 2007. It is very

demanding work, even more so now due to

more complexities in the plant appraisal

industry. 

The writing process has to be somewhat

secretive, to the dismay of some, because it

will not become authoritative until it is

reviewed, edited and published. We need

to follow the 9th until then. It does not take

a rocket scientist to know that this will be

the 10th time The Guide has been

“improved,” and everyone knows that it

will not be the last edition.

The article mentions value and/or cost

several times, and we know that cost may
not equal value. However, depending on

the assignment, cost may equal value.

I do have a problem with two of the

examples explained regarding replacement

and reproduction cost. They both state,

“When subtracting accrued depreciation

from cost new, the estimate becomes a

depreciated replacement (or reproduction)

cost.” It should read that the cost (not esti-

mate) becomes depreciated replacement or

reproduction value (not cost).

I am delighted that there will be peer

reviewers outside of the green industry.

Before I left CTLA, I submitted the names

of three lawyers who expressed interest in

reviewing the document. 

It sure sounds as if the 10th will be a big

improvement over the 9th.

Lew Bloch, RCA, licensed landscape

architect, author of Tree Law Cases in
the USA
Potomac, Maryland
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Letters & E-mails

TCIA exists to help tree care businesses, you,
do business better. TCI magazine is one of the
ways we do that.

Q. What can you do to help us maintain our
position as the best magazine in the tree care
industry?
A. Fill out a subscription card for your FREE sub-
scription (qualifying tree care company owners or
managers) every year, or subscribe online at
tcia.org.

Q. Why?
A. It costs money to publish a high-quality maga-
zine. Advertising support enables us to provide you
the highest quality educational, scientific, busi-
ness and safety articles.

Q. How does filling out a subscription card
help?
A. Advertisers look at the number of subscribers
who request the magazine by filling out a card or

subscribing online. To them, it means people are
reading it.

Q. What if you don’t fill it out?
A. We don’t look as attractive to advertisers and
they may not support the magazine, and the quality
of the magazine suffers. Also, after three years
you’ll be dropped from the list.

Q. How often should you fill out the card?
A. Once a year would be best. Directly requesting
the magazine is the best way you can show adver-
tisers that you are actually reading the magazine.
Doing so every year shows them that you are read-
ing it regularly. We show them those numbers.

Q. So, will filling out the card once a year help
TCI keep you informed in countless ways that
will benefit your career and your business?
A. Yes.

Q. Can we make it any clearer?
A. You tell us.

Please help us help you keep enjoying TCI magazine!

Send letters & e-mails to:
staruk@tcia.org

A San Antonio, Texas, man found guilty

of murder for plowing a stolen truck into a

tree worker was sentenced May 8, 2009, to

life in prison. Roger Ramirez, 45, denied the

charges during a jury trial in April, accord-

ing to the San Antonio News Express. 
During closing arguments for the hear-

ing, defense attorney Libby Wiedermann

acknowledged that it was a “terrible, horri-

ble accident” that killed the 59-year-old

Ryan Stephens, a business owner who was

struck as he prepared to trim trees with his

crew one morning in November 2006.

Authorities linked Ramirez to an aban-

doned Dodge Ram found blocks away

from the accident scene after his DNA pro-

file matched saliva found on the vehicle's

deployed driver’s side air bag.

News Brief

Man gets life term in fatal hit-and-run of tree worker



Taken from published reports.

Brit killed in gardening accident

A Llanbedrog, Wales, United Kingdom,

gardener (landscaper) died April 3, 2009,

after being hit on the head by a swinging

branch in his own backyard a day earlier.

Michael Demynn, 69, was trimming a

tree with two friends when a branch held

back by rope suddenly broke free and

struck him, according to the Daily Post of

North Wales.

The impact caused a massive brain

injury and he was rushed by ambulance to

a hospital. Doctors were unable to help the

former mechanical engineer, and he died.

Demynn worked as a gardener and also

helped fix machinery.

Falling tree kills worker at Univ. Studios

An employee of a tree-trimming compa-

ny in Los Angeles, California, was killed

April 4, 2009, when a tree at Universal

Studios apparently fell on him. 

Los Angeles County sheriff's deputies

were investigating, but preliminary infor-

mation indicated that the man was

trimming a tree near the theme park’s Gate

1 about 7:30 a.m. when it fell on him,

killing him, according to KABC-TV. 

The man’s name was withheld pending

notification of family.

Man suffers seizure, dies trimming tree

A 58-year-old man apparently had a

seizure and died while 30 feet up in a tree

he was trimming April 5, 2009, in Evans,

New York.

Timothy E. Krzos had been working on a

tree at a friend’s home, but ended up uncon-

scious, wedged between two branches in the

tree. Witnesses told police he climbed the

tree and was cutting branches, when he told

friends below that he was feeling dizzy and

was going to climb down, according to The
Buffalo News. While on his descent, wit-

nesses told police, he had a seizure.

Firefighters were able to reach Krzos

with their ladder truck and then lower him

to the ground. He was pronounced dead at

the scene.

Man crushed, injured under tree

A tree care company owner was critically

injured after being crushed by a tree he was

cutting in Richmond, Indiana April 8, 2009.

Brian Coates, 45, owner of Pikes Peak

Tree Trimming & Removal, and another

worker had been taking down trees in a lot.

A tree they were taking down, estimated at

2 feet in diameter, apparently fell in a

direction they weren’t expecting, in a spi-

raling motion, according to a witness

quoted in the Palladium-Item.
Three men pulled the tree off Coates,

who suffered fractures of his left leg and

pelvis. He was in critical condition at

Miami Valley Hospital in Dayton, Ohio,

following the accident.

Woman killed by felled tree

A man in Sandusky County, Ohio, was

cutting a tree that had fallen and was lean-

ing against another standing tree April 9,

2009, when the cut tree fell, striking and

killing his wife. As the tree began to fall, he

told his wife to run, but the tree tumbled

right onto Cynthia Myers, killing her,

according to WTVC-TV in Toledo.

Cut tree limb strikes, injures man

A 69-year-old man was injured April 10,

2009, when a large tree limb fell from a

tree he was taking down in eastern

Hillsborough County, Florida, striking

him. The man’s wife was with him, and

called for help after she tried in vain to

move the tree limb.

The first paramedics at the scene found

the seriously injured man trapped under the

limb and pulled him out from under it,

according to the Tampa Tribune.

The man had apparently climbed a lad-

der to remove the limb, but didn’t like how

it was going to fall. After he climbed down

to move the ladder, the limb fell on him. 

Man crushed by palm fronds, dies

Erasmo Corrales, 36, was killed April 11,

2009, while trimming a palm tree at a home

in central Phoenix, Arizona. Corrales had

been cutting palm fronds from the tree when

a ring of fronds collapsed on top of him. The

weight of the fronds apparently suffocated

the victim, who was pronounced dead at the

scene, according to ABC15.com.

A chain saw was also knocked out of

Corrales’ hands, cutting his leg.

Two other workers who had been on the

ground reportedly climbed the tree to help

Corrales and when firefighters arrived, the
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Accident Briefs

Accidents in the tree care industry that occurred during the month of April 2009. Graphic compiled from
reports gathered by, or submitted to, TCIA staff. (Continued on page 55)
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TCIA - Accreditation

By Rebecca Fater

A
ll it takes is one phone call to

Nevic Donnelly’s business in

Austin, Texas, to get a sense of

this arborist’s outlook on life.

“They Might Be Monkeys!” announces

the staffer on the other end in a cheery

voice. “How may I help you?”

Life – and work – should be fun, and

that’s pretty much how Donnelly ended up

where he is today. As a child, he and his

family spent lots of time outdoors, camp-

ing every other weekend and climbing

trees. As a youth, his father and grandfather

– both forestry workers as young men –

steered him in the direction of forestry

work in the southern California mountains,

which Donnelly adapted to quickly and

took that experience with him when he

moved to Texas and landed a job running a

tree crew. 

“It fit me,” says Donnelly, now 36. “It’s

been a career I enjoy and have been able to

grow in, and it will probably be a job I’ll be

doing until I die.”

He stops and

laughs, realizing

his inadvertent

death sentence,

and corrects him-

self. “I’ll grow to a

ripe old age doing

it, and peacefully

retire.”

The name of his

company is the

next clue: They

Might Be Monkeys! Texas Tree & Land

Co. The unusual, smile-inducing name

sprang from the mouth of his daughter

years ago when she visited him on the job,

surprised to see her daddy swing down

from a tree to see her. 

“Daddy, do you think you’re a monkey

or something?” Donnelly still recalls her

asking. 

“Well, I might be,” he told her.

The line stuck in his head, and three

years later when he opened the doors of his

own business he called up his daughter’s

quip. Sure, the name is silly, he

acknowledges. But after 10

years doing quality work in

Austin, They Might Be

Monkeys! has earned its

respect.

“I like to think, ‘silly

name, serious arboricul-

ture,’” says Donnelly.

“There was a time I thought about chang-

ing the name of the company, because I

thought, well, it’s just not serious enough.

We’ve moved from being strictly a pruning

company into more serious arboriculture,

working with preservation and the individ-

ual health of specimen trees. But there was

basically a public outcry that I shouldn’t

(change the name), from customers, friends

and colleagues,” Donnelly says.

The quirkiness of the name is also mem-

orable.

“People remember the name,” he adds.

“Every other tree company in Austin is

‘Austin Professional Tree this,’ or

‘Austin Tree that.’”

But a smile and an upbeat

attitude is only half the story at

They Might Be Monkeys! Fun

aside, Donnelly loves working

with trees, from pruning to

preservation and education of

the greater Austin community about all

things related to arboriculture.  The compa-

ny also opened an arborist supply store this

year, featuring climbing and safety gear.

Always focused on improving his business,

he turned to TCIA’s Accreditation program

to make sure They Might Be Monkeys!

was the best it can be.

They Might Be Monkeys! staff taking advantage of a rain day for some training in the shop include, from left, Steven
Harthcock, Nevic Donnelly, Tim Noonan, Jackson McIntosh and Larissa Swindle.

Nevic Donnelly
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“One of the reasons we wanted to do

it was to help us streamline the business

end of the business – behind the desk,”

he says. “Keith (Babberney, vice presi-

dent) and I love trees, but neither of us

are trained businessmen.”

It took the company about six months

to complete the paperwork and deter-

mine that their policies and practices

lined up with TCIA requirements. Their

bookkeeper – “who has doubled as our

den mother,” Donnelly jokes – helped the

team compile records and information. 

“We were already right there as far as

work practices, safety and all that,” he says. 

“It was a multi-step process and it took

some time,” adds Babberney. “Sometimes,

when you’re in the business as long as

we’ve been in it, it’s just one more certifi-

cation. We are in this job because we enjoy

the work, but neither of us is a business

man. The (Accreditation) process put us in

a position to feel that this business is in

order. It’s just been a good resource.”

The TCIA Accreditation auditor arrived

in September to observe the crew on the

job.

“It went really smoothly,” recalls

Donnelly. “(The auditor) told me we fin-

ished in the top 10 percent, which to me

feels good. He said, ‘Keep doing what

you’re doing.’”

After earning Accreditation, Donnelly

received congratulations from other tree

care companies and colleagues, though he

is unsure how much the Accreditation sta-

tus will resonate with the general con-

sumer. 

“I honestly have to say we didn’t real-

ly do the Accreditation… to give us a

competitive edge in the marketplace,”

Donnelly says, adding that They Might

Be Monkeys! is one of five businesses in

Texas with TCIA Accreditation, two of

which are national companies. “I think

the awareness of TCIA and their pro-

grams in central Texas is primarily

limited to the business people.”

But while consumers may not yet neces-

sarily respond directly to the TCIA

Accreditation symbol on his Web site,

Donnelly believes his effort to improve his

own company – and set the example for

others – is just as valuable.

“We need programs like TCIA

Accreditation,” he says. “I wanted to do

what I could to help raise the bar. The more

companies that we have that go through

this process, the more good companies we

will have out there doing the right kind of

work.”
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Keith Babberney, Nevic Donnelly and Jackson McIntosh at
the 2009 Southern Chapter ISA Tree Climbing
Championship.



By John Parker Stewart

Y
ou have worked for years to

establish your own business. You

have carefully laid out your own

targets and professional goals. You have

tried to groom your workforce to represent

your standards of performance and quality

to your customers. You’ve struggled to

retain your current customer base and

develop new ones. You want to succeed.

You deserve that!

Key: Your employees 

You have every right to expect success in

your future. The key is your employees.

They are the ones who represent you in the

field of daily performance. They must be

an extension of all that you believe and

want to deliver to your customers – thus,

promoting your reputation and building

your base. Does it all come down to your

ability to motivate them?   

Bust the myth of traditional “motiva-

tion” Let’s take a hard and honest look at

traditional motivation. It seems some of the

most popular presentations at conferences

and conventions always include motiva-

tional speakers. These are the folks who

really get the room going, charging up all

the attendees with high levels of energy

and chants of “We’re going to reach the

goal!” or “We’re going to win!” – rivaling

any good half-time coach’s revelry to get

the troops going. We buy their tapes, work-

books, texts, DVDs and listen to them in

the car for the next year. 

The messages these gifted speakers pres-

ent are valuable and exciting. They

certainly get us psyched to achieve.

However, there is a myth that must be

“busted.” The myth is: “one person can

motivate another.” This is flat out not true.

One person cannot motivate another. All

the university research in the world sup-

ports this premise. (Actually, the only

exception is motivation resulting from fear

or threat, which is highly resented and

short-lived.) 

The research clearly points out that we

can only motivate ourselves. We cannot

motivate others. We can only motivate our-

selves. This is the truth.  

How do we apply this to our business?

So, how does this affect us as business

owners and leaders of employees? If, in

fact, we cannot motivate our own people

– and if, in fact, they can only motivate

themselves – what is our real purpose as

owners, leaders, managers and supervi-

sors of our crews and employees? We

have poured our sweat and blood into our

businesses for years. We have grown

these businesses to the point where we

have no choice but to rely on our

employees to do what we need to them to

do. They are representing our values and

standards of quality to our customers in

the same way that we would if we had

the time to actually do the physical work

at each of our customer’s homes and

business locations ourselves. If we can’t

motivate them, then what is our purpose?

The answer to the question “what is our

actual role?” is clear. If people can only

motivate themselves, and we cannot

motivate others, then our purpose as a

business owner and leader of others is to

create an environment where individuals

“self-motivate.”

Creating an environment of self-

motivation 

Creating an environment conducive to

self-motivation is not difficult. It does not

require a management “Einstein,”

advanced degrees in psychology, or special

skills in human performance. It just

requires an understanding of what makes

up such an environment, along with a will-

ingness on our part to put into practice

Nothing is more important to employees than working for a boss who gives them a genuine sense of self-worth. What bet-
ter way to do that than with a job briefing to remind them that you care about their safety. Here, the Landscape
Preservation Maintenance Team meets prior to starting work at the Massachusetts Arborists Association’s annual Arbor
Day Celebration at Minute Man National Historical Park in Concord, Mass., May 1, 2009.
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those critical and essential elements so our

people will want to “self-motivate.”  

Supportive research –  what employees

really want 

Exploring this deeper, I point to a fasci-

nating study that was completed a few

years ago by the prestigious Conference

Executive Board of the Corporate

Leadership Council. The results under-

score the influence of a leader or business

owner in influencing the willingness of

employees to self-motivate and give their

hearts. Let me summarize the findings as

follows: Out of all the things that high per-

forming employees want from their

employers (base pay, bonuses, shares/own-

ership, health insurance premiums,

matching 401(k) plans, time off, vacations,

flex time, etc.), nothing is more important

to them than working for a boss who gives

them a genuine sense of self-worth that

they feel when they are actually on the job.

This is further defined as job challenge, job

responsibility, job growth, a sense of being

appreciated, an ability to communicate job

improvements, a sense of contribution to

the work, etc. In summary, this suggests

that high performance employees truly

seek a boss who provides them with a

“sense of making a difference.” This super-

sedes all the usual extrinsic factors that a

job can provide and focuses right at the

core of intrinsic factors that are usually

overlooked by the traditional work envi-

ronment.

Hands & feet 

Now add this thought to the above: I am

convinced that an employer can buy an

employee’s hands and feet. This may be for

minimum wage. It may be for $20 an hour.

It may be $50,000 a year. But when it is all

said and done, all you have are their hands

and feet. This is not enough. Yes, hands

and feet are essential to doing the tasks of

the job – sharpening a chain saw, trimming

the tree, operating the equipment, scouting

for an estimate, completing the spread-

sheet, etc. Yet, that is not enough.  

Heart & head 

Only having the employee’s hands and

feet is a lose-lose situation. It can breed

resentment, distrust and misunderstand-

ings. What is missing is the “heart and

head.” If we really want a win-win among

our employees, we must not just buy their

hands and feet, but earn their heart and

head. Yes, this must be earned. Having a

combination of hands and feet and heart

and head will provide the sure-fire formula

of success that we all need and deserve.  

Heart + Head = Environment of Self-

Motivation 

Obtaining the heart and head requires the

same type of formula of elements as estab-

lishing an environment of self-motivation.

The same components are involved. There

are specific behaviors that you can foster

among your workers, crews and direct

reports. 

Key: Influence of the owner/leader

Too often we overlook or underestimate

our own influence on our employees and

their resultant attitude, which directly

affects their performance. We minimize the

impact that our actions and words have on

them. A greater awareness of this impact,

and a slight shift in our behavior, will reap

huge dividends in earning their heart and

head. 

Trust follows 

The classic goal is to earn the trust of our

people. However, trust cannot be demand-

ed or bought; it must be earned over time.

It is a result of consistent behavior that

sends a message to our employees that they

make a difference. Once again, the process

of earning trust belongs in the same formu-

la as establishing an environment of

self-motivation.  

Followed by a sense of “self-worth and

value” 

As we establish an environment of self-

motivation, our employees will further

develop a strong and solid sense of self-

worth and value. This will translate into

direct job responsiveness and performance,

which is what we also desire.  

Requires a major paradigm shift in our

approach 

Understanding our natural approach to

our business and the way we traditionally

treat our employees will need some adjust-

ments – once we recognize the ways we

change from a “hands and feet” business to

a “heart and head” business, we can truly

succeed.  

John Parker Stewart is a specialist on
human performance. This article was the
subject of his presentation “The Real
Bottom Line – True Employee
Motivation,” at TCIA’s 2009 Winter
Management Conference this past
February in the Bahamas.
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HELP WANTED

Experienced Tree Climber

Drug free; with own equipment & truck; CDL a plus.
Year-round work in Baton Rouge, LA. Top Pay. Call Tree
Surgery by Ricky Vincent at (225) 683-3800.

Sales & Service Representative

McFarland Tree & Landscape Services has an oppor-
tunity available for a professional, ambitious
individual to join our already outstanding team in
Philadelphia, PA. The successful candidate will be
responsible for sales & services to existing clients
while developing new clients. Year-round employment
& top industry wage potential. Company benefits and
auto allowance. Jeanne Houser or Locke Woodfin; Call
(215) 438-3970 or fax (215) 438-1879, mcfar-
land@onrampcom.com.

Seeking Operations Mgr.

Paul Bunyan’s Tree Svc., Roanoke, VA. Degree in
Forestry or related field, or comp. experience & train-
ing/education. Resp. include Sales and Application.
Fax resume & salary req. to (540) 345-3160 or e-mail
Tim@Pbunyan.com.

Preservation Tree Services

TCIA-accredited, recruits year round in Sales,
Production & Admin. Forward your resume to
pg@preservationtree.com , or mail to 11700 Preston
Rd., Ste. 660 PMB#137 Dallas, TX 75230. Always
looking for the best & brightest! EOE

Florasearch Inc.

In our third decade of success in Arboriculture key
employee search. Candidate contact welcome, confi-
dential & free. Contact us: (407) 320-8177,
search@florasearch.com, www.florasearch.com.
1740 Lake Markham Rd., Sanford, FL 32771.

Take Your Career a Mile High

With roots proudly planted in Colorado’s soil since
1947, we’ve grown into one of America’s most
respected landscape care services. Come join more
than 200 passionate green-industry professionals,
with opportunities for:

Certified Arborists with removal experience
Trim Field Supervisor with Ornamental 
Pruning Expertise
Sales Representatives
PHC Qualified Supervisors

Other production positions available – in Denver and
Fort Collins. Swingle offers year-round employment in
the sunny Colorado outdoors, plus top industry wages
and benefits. We also provide great opportunities for
college graduates and student interns. If you are a
results-oriented, motivated individual looking for a
growing company recognized for safety and legendary
service – we need to talk to you. Visit our Web site at
www.myswingle.com to learn more or to apply online.
Or call Dave Vine at (303) 337-6200 or e-mail
dvine@swingletree.com. When it comes to your
career…choose Swingle.
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A few good men and women. Sales (Arborist), Tree
Climber & Foreman, PHC Applicator/Technician

Are you a professional arborist, plant health care
applicator, horticulturist, or have the drive and inter-
est to be better? RTEC Treecare specializes in Federal
Government and high-end residential work. We seek
only a few professionals dedicated to best practices
and growth. RTEC Treecare is an Accredited company,
and was recognized as a 2009 Department of
Homeland Security Small Business of the year.
Specializing in general tree work, plant health care,
and our newest division, Environmental Solutions. We
offer a safe, drug-free environment, competitive ben-
efits package, and promote career advancement and
continuing education. E-mail: Jobs@RTECtreecare;
(703) 573-3029.

Bartlett Tree Experts

Continues to grow in the South with immediate open-
ings for experienced Sales Arborist/Representatives,
experienced Foremen, IPM Technicians and Tree
Climbers in the Carolinas, Georgia, East Tenn & No. Fla.
Benefits include paid vacation, holidays, medical, den-
tal, 401(k), training & continuing education. Applicant
must be reliable, customer-service & career oriented.
CDL a plus. Fax or e-mail your resume to (770) 414-
9762; sjohnston@bartlett.com; www.bartlett.com.

Come grow with us

DeAngelo Brothers, Inc. has been a leading
Vegetation Management Company since 1978. We
specialize in Railroad, Roadside, Industry and
Aquatic Vegetation Management and some of our
client’s include many of the largest corporation’s in
North America. We are a market leader with a clear
vision of the future investing heavily in our people,
core values and friendly work environment. We are
looking for hard-working, talented people who have
experience in managing day-to-day operations for
our Branches and Divisions throughout the United
States and Canada. 
Qualified applicants must have a minimum of 2
years’ experience working in the green industry, have
proven leadership abilities and strong customer
relations and interpersonal skills. We offer an 
excellent salary, bonus and benefits package
including 401(k) and company paid medical and
vacation benefits. For career opportunity and confi-
dential consideration, send or fax resume, including 
geographic preference and willingness to relocate
to:
DeAngelo Brothers, Inc.; Attn: Human Resources
Department; 100 North Conahan Drive; Hazleton, PA
18201; Phone: 1-800-360-9333; Fax: (570) 459-
5363; E-mail: cfaust@dbiservices.com EOE/AAP
M-F-D-DV

Bartlett Tree Experts

Continues to grow in the Western U.S. & Canada.
Immediate openings for Experienced Foremen, Tree
Climbers, IPM Monitors & Arborist Reps in San
Francisco Bay area, Phoenix, Tucson and British
Columbia, Canada, offices. Paid vacation, holidays,
medical, dental, 401(k), training and continuing
education. Applicant must be safe, reliable, cus-
tomer-service & career oriented. CDL & ISA
certifications are a plus. Fax or e-mail your resume
to (415) 472-8651 or pandreucci@bartlett.com.

Production Managers/Climbers/Sales People

Min. 5 yrs.’ exp. Climbers must prune w/o spikes.
Year-round, salary, pd vacation/health, help moving.
Virginia, near Williamsburg, Busch Gardens, VA
Beach. hendrontreecareinc@verizon.net, (757) 595-
8733.

Climber/Climber Crew Leader

Year-round work for Est. Vegetation Management
Firm. Seek experienced/safety-minded tree
climber(s). Pay/benefits/401(k). (315) 668-7707. Fax
resume to (315) 668-7744; mail to Eastcom 1092 Co
Rt 37, Central Square, NY 13036.
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TREECO Tree Service

San Francisco Bay Area. A successful 19-year-old busi-
ness has dynamic opportunities for experienced
arborists to join us as: Account Managers, Foremen.
Please send resume to: jobs@serpicolandscaping.com

Park Maintenance II-Forestry

City of Waterloo, IA, is looking for a qualified
arborist/climber to help maintain street, park and
golf course trees. For details go to
www.ci.waterloo.ia.us and click on Jobs.

Seacoast NH  Tree Co.

Tree climber/foreman w/ strong pruning and removal
skills, certified, good work ethic, capable of taking
directions w/at least 3 yrs.’ experience. Competitive
pay, health ins., vacation, y/r work & profit sharing.
(603) 431-0101.

Mountain High Tree, Lawn & Landscape Co. in beau-
tiful Denver, CO 

Dedicated to utilizing the most up-to-date arboricul-
tural practices for 35 years. Accepting applications
for a Field Trim Supervisor position. Duties include
training, safety program implementation, production,
customer relations. Minimum of 5 yrs’ exp. & perform.
at a lead foreman level. Salary, full benefits, compa-
ny truck. Call Dave Entwistle at (303) 457-5856 or
e-mail DaveEntwistle@mountainhightree.com.
Advancement available.

Climber/Arborist

Sixty-year-old company located in SC has immediate
openings for climbers experienced in pruning,
removals, cabling-bracing, PHC and more. Applicants
must possess a valid driver’s license and must be
drug free. A CDL and ISA arborist Certification is a
plus. Benefits include JOB SECURITY health and den-
tal ins., holidays, continued training and a great work
atmosphere. Respond to chris@soxandfreeman.com
or call Chris Freeman (803) 252-7664. 

EQUIPMENT
FOR SALE

Opdyke Inc.

150+ specialized trucks in stock boom/crane/knuck-
lebooms/ 4x4 single and tandem. Go to our Web site
www.opdykes.com. (215) 721-4444.

Spider Lifts for Sale

New, demo and used. Different brands from 52-foot 
to 102-foot working height. See them at 
www.TrackedLifts.com. or call Mike Hrycak at 
(201) 206-2464.
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Fiberglass Covers for LRs and XTs 

PCC’s fiberglass guards & covers significantly outlast
the OEM plastic covers...and they cost less. Plastic
Composites Company 1-800-747-9339; www.bucket-
truckparts.com.

Tamarack Forestry is selling bucket truck surplus

Aerial Lift of CT Buckets mounted on 1996-1999 Ford,
GMC & Int’l trucks. All trucks are diesel, average
miles are 50,000 & booms are in excellent shape.
Prices are $23,500 to $29,500. Call Matt at (315)
323-2303 or 1-800-858-0437.

2003 Morbark 30/36 

Approx. 1,300 hrs., full cab, heat/AC, Babbit knives,
C-9 Cat 335 hp, swivel discharge, excellent shape,
asking $125,000. New $225,000. Call (201) 768-
0694 or e-mail ken.barber@kenstreecare.com.

Ropes, Ropes, Ropes

All types and brands of professional arborist 
climbing, lowering and rope accessories at 
warehouse prices. Call for current price list. 
Visa, MC, AX. Small Ad – Big Savings, since 1958. 
1-800-873-3203.

Chipper Truck for Sale

1991 GMC Chipper Truck Marmon 4 X 4, New Southco
Chip Box, Gas, 5-Speed. Great in snow and off road,
excellent shape. Asking $14,500. Call (201) 768-
0694 or e-mail ken.barber@kenstreecare.com.

Allied Equipment of Wisconsin

Stumper guard OEM Bucket Trucks to 70 ft., Stump
Grinders, Chippers, aerial lift parts & service. Rayco
parts. We rent Rayco/Forestry Mowers. www.alliedutil-
ityequipment.com 1-800-303-0269.

DuMorr Lift Rentals

We pride ourselves on supplying the best & newest
equipment on the market. Up to 75’ of working height
for rent or sale. Call for rates & availability. Servicing
New England & NY. 1-800-258-1010 or dumor-
rliftrental@gmail.com.

1996 EB40 Express Blower Truck

250k mi. 0 hrs on rebuilt blower, lrgr feeder, rebuilt
back door, new clutch/starter. Radio remote, 
watering & coloring system. 400’ of hose & 
more. Good cond. DOT insp. $75,000 OBO
tpeters@kramertree.com (630) 293-5444.

1997 Ford F-800 bucket truck

57 foot working height, Hi-Ranger, fuel injection, 429
6 speed, 11 foot Southco Chip Body, 59,000 miles,
excellent condition, original owner. Extra equipment
included. $22,000. Call (203) 270-3837.
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PRODUCTS & 
SERVICES

Hardware and software by an arborist for the
arborist

For more information about the industry’s best-selling
package, call or write Arbor Computer Systems, PO
Box 548, Westport, CT 06881-0548. Phone: (203)
226-4335; Web site: www.arborcomputer.com; e-
mail:phannan@arborcomputer.com.

ArborGold Software 

Complete job management! Tree Management
Systems, Inc. delivers cutting edge software specifi-
cally designed to help tree care companies close more
sales, create repeat business, reduce cost and moni-
tor crew productivity, works with QuickBooks. Visit our
Web site www.ArborGold.com for a FREE in-depth
video demo or call 1-800-933-1955 today for more
information.

Customized Consulting for the Tree Care Industry 

If it impacts your success, it’s our concern. Contact
charles@TCIAAccreditation.com or (864) 380-6608 

TCIA Accreditation 
Business Management

Office Procedure 
Arborgold Software Training 

Company Branding & Marketing 
Web Design 

BUSINESSES
FOR SALE

Southwest Florida

Est. 1986. 400k+ gross ’08 repeat clientele. 60’ aer-
ial lift, Int’l grapple, Vermeer stumper, chipper, saws
& more. Tremendous growth potential, owner retiring
will assist in transition. $225k. Call (239) 910-0237.

Citrus County FL

22 yrs. 1984 Ford bucket truck; ’95 (diesel) & ’97
F350 dump trucks; ’01 Dodge p/u; 2-Vermeer stump
grinders; ’01 Int’l loader truck; Bandit chipper; chain
saws & blowers. 2 lge fenced lots for trucks, industri-
al area. (352) 344-2696.

California (Orange County) Tree Service/Landscape

This business boasts a deep, 25-year client base.
Owner has 3 highly skilled, full-time employees & 2
part-time. Owner is ready to retire & would like to turn
his very profitable tree service over to an energetic
person who enjoys being outside in the beautiful
Southern CA weather. This would be ideal for another
tree or landscape company to merge for an immedi-
ate increase in revenue. Please call (714) 866-1928
for more detailed information.

European Tree Care Co. Expanding

Seeks to purchase small to medium size tree/forest
works company: Tree pruning/removal; land clearing
in the states of Oregon, Montana, Colorado, Idaho, No.
Calif., Washington and Utah. Possibly including per-
sonnel & equipment. Call (646) 645-0301.
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W
ill OSHA reinvent itself in the

Obama administration? Just

how serious is OSHA becom-

ing about enforcement? What does all of

this mean to the tree care industry?

In the tight economy with federal budg-

etary priorities arguably residing

elsewhere, the agency is freezing growth of

a Bush-era compliance assistance program

and completely scrapping an unsuccessful

enforcement program to free up more

resources for enforcement.

The compliance assistance program

under scrutiny is known as the Voluntary

Protection Program, or VPP. OSHA does

not have to receive significantly more feder-

al funding to ramp up inspections. All it has

to do is shift money away from the “helpful”

programs established during the Bush

administration and toward enforcement.

In testimony before the House

Subcommittee on Workforce Protections,

acting OSHA administrator Jordan Barab

said, “We need to better utilize the

resources that we already have. In order to

direct more of OSHA’s existing resources

into enforcement and to provide time to

address concerns in an upcoming GAO

Report on the efficacy of OSHA’s VPP, I

have informed the field staff that we will

suspend the previous administration’s

practice of establishing goals for new

Voluntary Protection Program sites and

Alliances.”

What other enhancements is OSHA

planning for enforcement?

OSHA plans to work with the Justice

Department on increasing prosecution of

employers that repeatedly violate safety

laws. Expect to see more prison sentences

for owners and managers who repeatedly

flaunt safety regulations.

Barab plans to replace the much-criti-

cized Enhanced Enforcement Program

(EEP) with a new Severe Violators

Inspection Program. The EEP was slammed

in a 46-page report from the Office of

Inspector General, which said that OSHA

failed to adequately identify and inspect

major companies with repeat violations.

What OIG auditors found is that for EEP-

qualifying employers with fatalities, OSHA

did not always properly identify and con-

duct cases. In fact, for 97 percent of

sampled EEP qualifying cases, OSHA did

not comply with EEP requirements for at

least one of the following: designating EEP

cases, inspections of related worksites,

enhanced follow-up inspections, or

enhanced settlement provisions. 

Meanwhile, the Democratic majority in

Congress is pushing legislation that seeks

to increase OSHA fines and prison sen-

tences for owners and managers in

workplace fatality cases. Under the

American Recovery and Reinvestment Act

(ARRA), hundreds of billions of federal

dollars will be spent on various infrastruc-

ture and industrial growth projects. OSHA

will implement a multi-tiered enforcement

program to assure worker protection on

ARRA-related projects, thereby directing

enforcement efforts to stimulus package-

related projects as well as to industries in

manufacturing that support those projects.

Tree worker safety can only be enhanced

if OSHA adopts rules that are based upon

industry-accepted safe practices. To that

end, TCIA has recently received assur-

ances that the federal OSHA initiative to

adopt an arborist standard remains alive

and well. 

Change is inevitable. As OSHA changes,

the companies that invest in safety and that

understand OSHA compliance also stand

to gain from more regulatory pressure

being applied to their non-compliant coun-

terparts. 

Peter Gerstenberger is senior advisor
for safety, compliance & standards for the
Tree Care Industry Association.
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who repeatedly flaunt
safety regulations.



By Rick Howland

D
epending on who you talk to or

your source of news and opinion,

this recession will last from two

to perhaps 10 years. However, experts on

all sides of the issue agree that all is not

doom and gloom. The economy will con-

tinue to recover, albeit at what pace no one

knows.

That said, pundits from the White House

to the local chambers of commerce agree

that as times change, businesses need to

change along with them. Tree companies

need to adjust to new markets and new pur-

chasing models, and find new ways to

make a buck, either with new areas of busi-

ness or by simply adding capabilities to

existing ones. Put another way, capitalism

– the ability to find, get and keep business

– will be the watchword for this next phase

of the American economy. So, we need to

think of this crisis as a mix of danger and

opportunity. 

What we want to talk about here is grap-

ples, attachments and opportunity.

We always seem to be writing about

trends: Trends in equipment, trends in

buyer purchases or trends in new and inno-

vative ways to adapt equipment for

profitability. Grapples and attachments

may incorporate all those trends.

Two trends in grapples and attachments

seem to be occurring simultaneously. 

First, the grapple and attachment are

economical ways to make an existing tool

carrier, such as an excavator, loader or skid

steer, more versatile. Simultaneously, a

wise business person will be looking at

how that tool – grapple, fork, etc. – can do

more and better work, bring in more and

better jobs (sometimes larger ones, but also

more numerous smaller ones, too.) The

right attachment is a tool that increases

productivity and/or reduces labor costs and

overhead. That is the definition of an

investment: a purchase that makes or pre-

serves money. 

One very good example would be the

grapple that can load huge piles of brush,

but also handles loading great volumes of

larger material – trees and branches – into

a chipper or grinder for quick conversion to

mulch or starter material for biofuel. Or

one that might get you the job no one else

wants to – or can’t – handle. What might

have taken a crew of three a half-hour or

more, now takes about five minutes. 

Second, we find that business owners are

stepping out of their comfort zones and

looking at attachments that broaden or re-

define their businesses. For example, in the

snow belt, when tree care slows down in

the winter, snow clearing either for resi-

dential, commercial and even government
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Multitek’s Mark II push grapple, above and at left, fea-
tures a 360-degree rotating grapple that opens up to 60
inches, and comes with a winch system and a tree push
bar. It is shown here on a Takeuchi TL130 track loader.



subcontract work starts to look attractive.

That tool carrier you own is yours 24/7. If

it sits idle for any reason, such as that you

don’t have the tools to expand your hori-

zons, you are missing out on two things –

income potential and utilization of your

capital. You own it, now use it!

Let’s look at some examples.

Versatility

With regard to versatility, reduced labor

cost and return on investment, comes a

specific example regarding grapples from

Marcus Steigerwaldt, sales manager at

Multitek. “The biggest thing for us in terms

of trends has been the increasing populari-

ty of tools like the Mark II rotating grapple

winch skid-steer attachment,” he says. “We

see that guys buy that piece so they can

reduce payroll and related labor costs as

well as keep overhead low so they can stay

competitive.”

The Mark II features a 360-degree

(either direction) rotating grapple that

opens up to 60 inches, and it comes with a

9,000-, 12,000- or 15,000-pound winch

system and a tree push bar. “Depending on

the skid steer itself, the grapple can haul 20

to 30-foot long trees right out of the woods,

whereas other attachments may require a

crew to cut trees into pieces and haul those.

Equipment like this represents a huge labor

savings,” Steigerwaldt adds, “especially

when you consider it can load brush into a

chipper, which makes it very versatile.”

The second case revolves around broad-

er application of attachments and comes

from Dave Nelson, one of the owners of

Loftness/US Attachments. Loftness makes

tree cutters, flail mowers and mulching

heads for chomping up trees using excava-

tors, loaders or skid steers as the tool carri-

er. But it also provides a slew of other

attachments, such as snow blowers and

agricultural products such as rock pickers,

crop shredders and even sod

rollers/unrollers. 

“Most of our heads (for tree care) are just

for trees and branches, but it’s no secret

that business has fallen off due to the econ-

omy. But it will definitely come back. For

economies of scale, we sell more heads for

excavators because owners want to get

more use out their excavator, getting it to

reach further and higher without having to

move so often,” Nelson says. “The chal-

lenge now is to get cutting heads on

increasingly smaller excavators (cost effi-

ciency and versatility), even mini

excavators, but only if the excavator has

enough power to run the head.”

Another challenge will be to find ways

to either catch or collect materials ground

by cutting heads, he says. “There is defi-

nitely a use for that material on the ground

if we can find a way (of developing or

adapting an attachment) to harvest it effi-

ciently and economically.”

Other attachments represent an opportu-

nity to expand the arborist business, he

says, such as a snow blower or even a rock

picker. Though mostly for farming use,
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FECON’s FG58 front-mounted grapple for skid steers weighs 800 pounds, has a static load lifting weight of 8,990 pounds
and a dynamic load lifting weight of 2,810 pounds. The Maximum Opening is 58 inches and can open in 0.8 seconds at 15
gpm. Closing time is 1.0 seconds at 15 gpm. 

A tree spade is just one of many attachments that can increase the services a tree care company can provide clients,
which can include other tree and landscaping companies. Photo courtesy of Bobcat. 



perhaps there is an opportunity to work

with either farmers or land owners/devel-

opers to improve lots for the future or to

work with schools and municipalities, even

large developers or gated communities, to

employ the sod unroller for a golf course,

football field or estate grounds.

Sometimes, specialty attachments are

the order of the day. 

Ed Coulbourn, Jr. is president of Big

Beaver ReTREEver and inventor of a dif-

ferent tree removal system of the same

name. It is defined by a telescopic handler

featuring 360-degree rotation for a grap-

ple/cutter-head that is adapted solely for

the rotating telescoping boom of the high-

ly customized MRT loader, made by

Manitou of Italy. The MRT has added safe-

ty and hydraulic components for tree

removal. The setup allows for the boom to

reach the grapple up and out to grasp a tree

and, holding it securely, sever the tree in

sections, allowing the operator to safely

bring or drop the tree or sections to the

ground. It can trim and remove pieces to

heights of almost 68 feet.  

Coulbourn maintains the Big Beaver

ReTREEver allows for a crew of three men

to do the work of up to two bucket trucks

and their crew of 4-6 men each in many sit-

uations. 

When asked if the grapple/attachment

market was moving toward productivity

and profitability, he replied “yes to both!”

“Essentially, what I see are two groups

of tree care guys with differing philoso-

phies. One group has embraced the 21st

Century, and these will be the leaders and

survivors in the future. These are the peo-

ple who continually will go with new

technologies, such as anything new a com-

pany like Bobcat or Vermeer will come out

with. They’re the risk takers,” Coulbourn

says. “The other is the guys with the truck

and ropes and maybe a used chipper. There

will always be a place for them, especially

if they are good,” he adds, “but there may

not be as many of them.”

He points to industrialization and com-

panies such as John Deere, which in

farming and to a lesser extent logging and

other industries, replaced man and mule

power. “The evolution takes time, but it

happens. The same is happening in this

industry.” 

Machines such as his, Coulbourn main-

tains, will make life better and safer,

because “…you can work less and make

more money. You can see it in the growing

popularity of the crane. A traditional crane

is a huge improvement, but it can be some-

what limited because they are not

reinforced for lateral torque; their strength

is in lift and takedown.”

A major point to consider with respect to

attachments, Coulbourn says, is their appli-

cation to other processes, for example,

using them to feed a tub grinder that pro-

duces mulch.

Stan Ogletree is a certified arborist and

founder and president of Beaver Squeezer

Grapple LLC. He says, “We have seen a
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Swinger’s Model 2K compact loader’s “short run” hydrostatic system operates at 5,000 psi, improving capacity for both
propulsion and attachment operation. The bucket is self-leveling.



trend with mini skid-steer users toward

smaller rotating grapples without power

rotation. Opting for manual rotation gives

the buyer a bit of a price point advantage

yet versatility for use with smaller

machines, which I’ve noticed is a trend in

smaller cities.”

“In and around the Northeast Georgia

area, I notice many guys are able to use

small or average-size skid steers with turf

tires to get those jobs others might not want

to touch,” Ogletree says. “And even the

bigger companies are looking to smaller

machines with versatile grapples and

attachments to help fill in to do the oddball

stuff in and out of tight yards or for jobs

you might not consider, like landscaping

by moving boulders. You’d be impressed at

the odd things a grapple can do.”

He notes that in the western U.S., the

winch, often alone on a skid steer, is popu-

lar in tree care to get material up or down a

hill. “We also offer the winch on large

grapple attachments to allow guys to get in

and out of areas people would not touch.
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The Big Beaver ReTREEver allows for the boom to reach the grapple up and out to grasp a tree and, holding it securely,
sever the tree in sections, allowing the operator to safely bring or drop the tree or sections to the ground.



Not only does the winch help move mate-

rial, it also means the operator can get the

machine out of a tight spot,” Ogletree says.

“Or, if you can’t get a loader to the site,

pulleys, ropes and 100 feet of cable plus

the grapple means you can get material out

of pretty much anywhere.” 

“Compact equipment can be the work-

house due to its versatility with

attachments and its maneuverability and

ability to access tight jobsites,” says Bryan

Zent, marketing manager for Bobcat.

“Grapples are great for a wide array of

applications, such as clearing brush, logs or

other waste materials. Another type of

common grapple attachment is root grap-

ples, which are heavy-duty attachments

that clear roots, rocks and debris from the

ground. The curved, skeletal teeth pick up

material without driving into the ground,

allowing dirt to fall between the teeth and

stay in place, if required,” he notes.

And, as tool carriers, compact loaders

can help contractors break into new mar-

kets and applications with the use of

attachments. For a contractor who already

owns a compact loader and is looking to

diversify his or her business, it is as easy as

purchasing or renting a new attachment

that fits the job. Renting or purchasing

attachments that can do the work is a

smaller investment than buying new equip-

ment.

Zent shared with us the following exam-

ples of attachments and tasks an arborist

might take on with their use, in addition to

their standard use of moving logs and

brush:

� pallet fork attachment to move pallets

of sod, paving stones, retaining blocks,

rocks or sod to areas larger equipment

can’t access or can’t move over, such

as sidewalks made of paving stone that

are already in place at a jobsite;

� tillers and soil conditioners to prepare

ground for seeding;

� augers to drill holes for everything

from fence posts to trees, deck foot-

ings and junction boxes for irrigation

systems;

� tree spades or digger attachments for

planting trees;

� rotary cutters, forestry cutters, stump

grinder or chippers for land clearing;

� a trencher attachment for trenching for

irrigation, drainage or electrical lines;

� a vibratory plow to place pipe and util-

ity cable in the ground with minimal

turf disturbance;

� a boring unit to install utilities under

roots, sidewalks, driveways and other

obstructions without having to damage

them; and

� a breaker attachment for concrete

removal.

“In this economy, customers or general

contractors may be looking to cut overhead

or reduce other spending, but still have

work that needs to be completed. A tree

care or landscaping company can fill these

voids by being prepared to step in, even if

it’s not work they typically perform. By

offering additional services, a contractor

stays on a jobsite longer, and eliminates the

need for the general contractors or cus-

tomers they work for to hire additional

subcontractors. The ability to do more of

the work on a jobsite makes a contractor

more attractive than the competition,” he

concludes.

Sometimes taking no action is the wrong

thing to do. While your initial instinct

might be to pull back on capital invest-

ments and promoting your business, acting

counter-intuitively by exploring new

ranges of business then investing in the

kind of equipment that will get you that

business and/or save you overhead might

be the best way to grapple with this eco-

nomic environment.  
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Ryan’s Equipment manufactures a variety of grapples
built with a skid steer quick attach. Ryan’s grapples can
be adapted to fit a mini excavator or used for log and
loader equipment. Ryan’s offers 40-, 48-, 60-, 66- and 72-
inch grapples, all of a by-pass design that allows them to
close to less than 3 inches, providing the capability to
grab small branches, piles of brush or whole logs.



By John K. Arbogast

I
recently realized the power of explain-

ing clearly to homeowners, businesses

and municipalities about indicators of a

tree’s weaknesses and risks to help tree

huggers and historic preservationists

understand when actions must be taken. I

have worked many years as a landscape

consultant, extension agent and horticul-

tural problem solver, but finally understand

what’s been so helpful. This lesson is prob-

ably even more important during these

tough economic times. 

I had a job as a consultant for a nearby

small city regarding two old maples, a job

that showed me the value of answering

“why?” and taking time to explain what’s

happening. I met with a city employee who

had already heard from various people

regarding the maples, but he still had little

if any clue what should be done. My obser-

vations pertain to both maples, although

one of them was in worse condition than

the other.

Decay in the trees was obvious. The

employee showed me the amount of decay

measured by another professional previ-

ously in one of the maples, but confessed

that he didn’t know what all the informa-

tion meant. 

Decay measurements were from a

huge lateral limb that grew over the cor-

ner of a historic brick building, and

which had been cabled once before. But

that old cable had disappeared and the

cable bolt hole was now an open door

being used by a bunch of bees flying in

and out, indicating that they had living

quarters inside the lateral. The other

maple also had a hole up high around

which some kind of insects were swarm-

ing, but I don’t believe that cabling had

been done there. Ummm, do these holes

and busy insects tell us something? 

I pointed out these clues and explained

in layman’s terms what this means. I com-

pared this big lateral for which a decay

study had been done to a giant’s drinking

straw, waiting for heavy wind, ice or snow

load to bring the big branch crashing down. 

The employee told me that there was so

much decay in the broken off top of maple

No. 1 that he could stand in it. I’m sure that

many of you professionals are shaking

your heads or smiling by now. “Doesn’t

this tell you something?” I thought to

myself, while at the same time dreaming

up a little cone-shaped hat that could be

secured over this broken trunk top to keep

out further moisture. But I realized that this

old maple was beyond mitigation. So, I

explained weakness from decay to the

employee instead.

Clue number two (no priority intended)

was the smaller-than-normal leaf size of

both maples. I explained that a reduction in

leaf size indicates tree weakness and could

be the result of a long list of possibilities,

including insufficient roots, injuries, inade-

quate water uptake, reduced natural sugar

production, absence of sufficient air in

compacted soil, and more. I explained all

this, and about how progressive reduction

in leaf size means that the afflicted tree will

eventually starve, since the leaves are

nature’s chlorophyll factories that conduct

photosynthesis to produce natural sugars

that are the tree’s food. 

Previous root removal was obvious,

especially on the maple with evidence of

prior cabling. About a foot from the trunk

on the opposite side of this maple’s “drink-

ing straw lateral branch” was a 2- to 3-foot

soil cut straight down to a lower grade,

with a stone wall and then a sidewalk and

street below. I didn’t find out when that cut

was made, but, obviously, anchoring roots,

feeder roots and loamy soil had been cut or

removed. 

There was a big lateral branch of this

maple hanging over the walkway and street

that had also been cabled at one time, but I

guess that cable had fallen off. This limited

root area was easy to explain. My little day

dreaming created thoughts of a cradle built

to support both risky lateral limbs on this

maple, but I quickly knew that cradling

was probably not worth the cost and would

probably look ridiculous with the cone

shaped hat on top of that trunk.

Continued dying of more and more

branches on both maples told me that each

afflicted tree had been unable to provide

water and dissolved nutrients to those areas

for whatever reason. I explained that

removing dead branches as needed was

good sanitation, but that wouldn’t solve the

problem that was preventing the afflicted

tree from absorbing, moving and distribut-

ing ample water and nutrients for all

branches.

The area under one of the maple’s limbs

served as a pedestrian walkway and bicy-

cle parking lot, so compacted soil with

limited pore space was likely. Other obvi-

ous problems were trunk strangulation

caused by girdling roots at one maple’s

base and leaf scorching showing as yellow

or brown leaf edges.

By the time I’d seen all this, explained

all to the city employee, and thought that

we were finished, I noticed and then talked

about all the “V” shaped limb and trunk

intersections in one maple with unknown

weeds growing there from the moisture

collecting in the decayed crotches.

As I got back into my car, I recalled the

last words of the famous poet Joyce

Kilmer’s “Trees” that says “But only God

can make a tree.” I thought, “But tree care

professionals know what to say.”

John K. Arbogast is a landscape con-
sultant in Roanoke, Virginia.
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By Tony Tresselt, CTSP

F
or a tree care company to operate

efficiently and safely, a culture of

safety must exist. But often the

word “culture” is ill-defined, misinterpret-

ed or ignored. This article will strive to

define the word “culture” as it pertains to

the term culture of safety.” We will accom-

plish this by looking first at a workable

definition of the word, then at three key

aspects to developing a safety culture in

your business.

Defining culture

The term culture is defined in most dic-

tionaries as:

“the customs, arts, social institutions,
and achievements of a particular nation,
people, or other social group.” 

This is a good start. For our purposes we

will alter the dictionary definition thus:

“The customs, practices, achievements
and institutions of a particular company.”

However, even this lacks an often over-

looked piece of culture. 

If we dig deeper into the dictionary, we

find the origins of the word “culture.”

“Derived from the Latin word cultivate.
In late Middle English the sense was
[cultivation of the soil] and from this
(early 16th cent.) arose [cultivation (of
the mind, faculties, or manners)].” 

This sense of the word is what we will

focus on. Many companies feel that, to

establish a safety culture, they need to sim-

ply set rules and procedures in place, then

consistently enforce them. This approach

falls short of the full potential of a true cul-

ture of safety.

The seed of a safety culture

Culture, by definition and function, must

grow from within a company. Just as a seed

is germinated in the soil before a new tree

emerges from the forest floor, so too must

a culture of safety start from a seed. That

seed is empathy and caring. To simply lay

down rules for the sake of following regu-

lations ignores the very root of an effective

and lasting culture. Genuine concern for

the health and welfare of company

employees is the best base to start from.

Yes, conforming to regulation is important,

but it should not be the foundation.

To follow the seed metaphor a bit fur-

ther, a safety culture needs to expand and

grow along with the company and industry

does. Yesterday’s practices often fall short

in today’s world. Yesterday’s workers will

develop and grow; so should the culture

they work in.

Shared experiences

Workers often spend more waking hours

with fellow team members that with their

families. But how well do they really know

one another? Certainly spending time

together gives your work team a bond, but

until they know each other outside of the

work place it is difficult for some to devel-

op the empathy and true caring that is the

seed of a safety culture. 

Managers and leaders should construct

activities for team members to get together

outside of traditional work situations.

Company picnics, holiday parties and sea-

sonal outings are all fine examples. These

are the common suggestions, but don’t

limit your creativity. Develop outside inter-

action programs that fit your company,

region and team members’ interests.

Outside of work activities allow individual

team members to see and interact with fel-

low workers on a different level. Just

meeting somebody’s significant other and

children can show new insight into a per-

son’s attitudes, motivations and character. 

This is not to say that everybody you

meet at work should become your best

friend. Yes, that is a possibility. Many peo-

ple find work an important aspect of their

social network. However, in life there are

some people who get along fine, but work

is the only common interest. The idea is not

to invite each and every person you work
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Gregorio Villalobos, safety director for Nieves Landscape, Inc. in Santa Ana, California, leads a tailgate safety session on
emergency response procedures for Nieves employees last fall.



with into your close, personal inner circle,

but to make a connection. It is this connec-

tion that forms the seed and germinates a

safety culture. This connection between

people is also vital in the next two aspects

we will discuss.

Leadership development

While good, consistent leadership devel-

opment is important in many aspects of

business, it is vital for an effective safety

culture. 

Rules and regulations can only work if

followed. Hazards must be sought out and

recognized before they can be mitigated.

The practices and customs of the safety

culture must be handed down from one

“generation” of workers to the next.

Policies and good intentions can only go so

far. It is up to each and every individual to

choose safety and act accordingly. In short,

all team members need to be safety leaders.

Some people are born leaders. Their

ability to get others to follow comes natu-

rally and is effective. Others struggle in

leadership positions and need coaching and

development. To be a safety leader you do

not need to have a group under you. In fact,

most safety leaders have only one follower,

themselves. But the attitudes and biases

needed for a team member to keep herself

or himself safe daily are the same ones

needed when leading a large group.

Personal connection to other workers

develops empathy, if not a genuine liking.

Decisions must be made constantly at the

job site, hence the necessity for decision

making skills. One hundred percent

accountability for actions is a must. These

and many others are leadership skills nec-

essary to choose safety and act

accordingly.

Develop your whole team as leaders. Let

the ones with more drive and natural abili-

ty develop into managers with a strong

backing in leadership skills. Grow your

leaders from the inside; grow your safety

culture along with them and not only will

your company be safer, but also stronger

overall. 

Leadership is not about how far an indi-

vidual leader can go, but how far a leader

can take others. By encouraging leadership

through and with internal growth, you will

also achieve the third and final aspect and

benefit of safety culture development.

Involvement through buy-in

It is a tongue-in-cheek philosophical

maxim that your own ideas are the best!

What is more accurate to say is that indi-

viduals are more likely to support an idea

or system that they helped create. 

Innately, we are proud of our accom-

plishments. We work hard to achieve them.

We dedicate time and energy to fulfill

them. We enlist others to help us. By mak-

ing the development, implementation and

maintenance of a safety program – and

hence a safety culture – personal through

the involvement of each and every team

member, we distribute the responsibility

throughout the entire team.

Programs that people help make are pro-

grams that the people who use them

believe in. Remember, your own ideas are

the best! Involvement of the whole team

also leads to a more comprehensive safety

culture. No one person can do it all. Who

better to ask what needs to happen than

those who you trust and develop to do it?

Involvement also makes the process of

buy-in easier. No person is going to do

something well that she or he does not

believe in. A team member may go through

the motions and appear to be involved, but

without belief, connection and involve-

ment he or she will not buy-in.

Buy-in is a must, most importantly from

the top down. Leaders, as well as the

newest hire, must model the actions, atti-

tudes and beliefs. From CEO to ground

person, every single team member must be

involved and held accountable for safety

leadership in the established safety culture.

This is the essence of buy-in. Having your

team consciously develop the culture they

work in is the essence of involvement.

Conclusion

There are many resources to help a com-

pany address the issues raised here. Safety

and a safety culture should be approached

like any other business process. Determine

a need. Budget time, people and money.

Develop a plan based on available

resources, both internal and external.

Execute the plan with an eye to changes

along the way. 

A fully evolved safety culture is an

investment in the present and future.

Policies and procedures will have full

effect with a deep-rooted culture of safety.

They will grow and develop as your busi-

ness grows and develops. Team members

will buy in to the culture because they

helped form it. New team members will

embrace it as well because others do, and

in time they will make their input felt. 

An established, deep, lasting safety cul-

ture will keep your workers safer and help

them grow – and will help your business

grow as well.

Anthony Tresselt is operations manager
for Arborist Enterprises, Inc. in Lancaster,
Pennsylvania, and a Certified Treecare
Safety Professional (CTSP). For informa-
tion on the CTSP program, or to find a
CTSP workshop near you, go to
tcia.org/public/main_ctsp.htm.
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There are many resources to help a company develop a culture of safety. Here, Certified Treecare Safety Professional
candidates take part in the CTSP workshop at TCI EXPO last fall in Milwaukee.
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Reporter is the monthly newsletter of the Tree Care Industry Association. TCIA members can access the complete publication at www.treecareindustry.org.

This year, 2009, represents a milestone in
Altec Industries’ history – the company’s

80th anniversary.
Since its launch, Altec associates have

worked at building a company based on solid,
conservative business principles and a value
system that remains the cornerstone of its cor-
porate culture. 

Founded in 1929, Altec’s history has been
one of growth. What began as the Alabama
Truck Equipment Company, distributing
dump bodies, front-end loaders and utility
bodies, has grown into a world leader in pro-
viding products and services for the electric
utility, telecommunications, contractor and
tree care industries. Altec currently has man-
ufacturing, sales and service facilities located

throughout North
America, and sells and
services equipment in
more than 100 coun-
tries.

Since 1970, Altec
has experienced dra-
matic expansion:
adding new office and
plant facilities; design-
ing, producing and
bringing to market a
large number of signif-
icant products, such as
digger derricks and
aerial lifts; expanding
employment; and
establishing a worldwide distribution organi-
zation.

Another important expansion in Altec’s
recent history has been the development of
Altec Environmental Products,
a supplier of brush and tree
chippers to the tree care
industry that, through acquisi-
tion, already has decades of experience in the
chipper manufacturing industry. The product
line of self-feed drum chippers, control-feed
drum chippers and a comprehensive disc-
chipper product line insures that AEP has a
chipper for all applications. 

Altec joined TCIA (then NAA) in 1986, and
is a Crown Level sup-
porter of TCIA’s
Partners Advancing
Commercial Treecare
(PACT) program,
investing in the trans-
formation of the tree
care industry.

In 1929, Lee
Styslinger founded a
company based on val-
ues, placing the
customer first and view-
ing people as its greatest

strength. The factors giving rise to Altec’s
business success are fundamental, according

to Lee Styslinger III, current Altec pres-
ident and CEO.

“Our longevity and success can
be attributed to the dedication
and commitment of our associ-
ates, the partnerships we share

with our suppliers and, most impor-
tantly, the loyalty and guidance we receive
from our customers,” says Styslinger. 

“Many of our customer relationships span
decades and are a testament of the trust
they have placed in our company, in our
people, and in our solutions.”

Altec partnered with Eaton, Navistar International and the

Hybrid Truck Users Forum to develop a diesel/electric hybrid

bucket truck for the utility industry. Altec’s Hybrid signifi-

cantly reduces fuel consumption and greenhouse gas

emissions and meets current EPA standards.

In 1980, Altec designed and manufac-

tured its first aerial device. 

Altec marks 80 years in business

1963 marked the first year Altec began building truck bod-

ies. Three years ago, in 2006, Altec opened its Burnsville,

N.C., plant specifically to manufacture truck bodies. 
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TCI EXPO online registration opens in June
TCI EXPO 2009 is scheduled for the

Baltimore Convention Center in
Baltimore, Maryland, November 5-7, 2009.

Pre-conference workshops are Wednesday,
November 4. The trade show floor will be
open and seminars will offered during the day
Thursday, Friday and Saturday, November 5-7.

We anticipate more than 60 hours of CEU-
eligible education to be offered during TCI
EXPO; please see the brochure when it
becomes available and watch the TCIA Web
site for specific information. We expect to
open online registration in mid-June. Please
check tcia.org frequently, as we add more
information to the EXPO site.

Baltimore is always a popular destination for
TCI EXPO, and one reason for that it that it is
central to the entire East Coast. As such it is
easily accessible by Amtrak service to
Baltimore (www.amtrak.com), a cost-effective
alternative to flying. Baltimore is also a
Southwest Airlines hub.

Baltimore’s Inner Harbor, with its sightsee-
ing cruises, museums, shopping and
restaurants; the Fells Point historic district’s
restaurants and boutiques; and Federal Hill,

with all its history, are just three of the numer-
ous areas to visit and experience in Baltimore.
To learn more about what the city has to offer,
visit www.baltimore.org.

Hotel Information
TCIA has room blocks at three hotels in

Baltimore. All properties are within walking
distance to the Baltimore Convention Center.
The TCI EXPO 2009 hotels are:

� Marriott Baltimore Inner Harbor, the TCI
EXPO host hotel, $199 (410-962-0202 or
toll free 1-800-228-9290); Rate is good
thru September 7, or until our block sells
out.

� Radisson Plaza Lord Baltimore, $154
(410-539-8400 or toll free 1-800-333-
3333). Rate is good thru October 9, or
until our block sells out.

� Days Inn Inner Harbor, $125 (410-576-
1000). Rate is good thru October 3 or
until our block sells out.

Please reference the TCI EXPO/Tree Care
Industry Association to ensure the preferred
rate at all of the hotels. Hotels sell out fast!

More hotels may be added if need be. We
suggest checking the Web site (tcia.org) peri-
odically.

If you have any questions about TCI EXPO,
please contact Debbie Cyr at Cyr@tcia.org, or
visit tcia.org and click on the “Meetings” tab.

Baltimore’s Inner Harbor.
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TCIA has made becoming a Certified
Treecare Safety Professional easier than

ever by combining most workshops with other
important events. In June, attend a CTSP
workshop held in conjunction with the Trees
Florida Conference & Trade Show in Sarasota.
In July, attend a CTSP workshop held in con-
junction with the ISA Annual Conference in
Providence. In August, attend a CTSP
workshop held at Target Specialty
Products in San Jose. (No confer-
ence here, but lots of products to
see and purchase.) In September,
attend a CTSP workshop held in
conjunction with the 2009 ISA-
Texas annual meeting in Round Rock.
In November, attend a CTSP workshop held in
conjunction with TCI EXPO in Baltimore.

Why CTSP?
More than a straightforward “safety train-

er” credentialing program, CTSP teaches
safety professionals tactics for changing the
very “culture” of their organization. A
Certified Treecare Safety Professional
coaches and, more importantly, works to
change attitudes about safety, thereby moti-
vating employees. To move forward as an
industry and become safer, we need an
industry-wide commitment to a culture of
safety. Through CTSP, a culture of safety
can be developed one company and one
individual at a time.

Easy as 1 … 2 … 3
Advancing safety in your business has never

been easier. In addition to convenient loca-
tions, attendees have the option of a one-day
workshop, followed by an online test at a
future time. How easy is it?

1. Fill out a CTSP Enrollment Form
Complete and return the CTSP enrollment

enclosed with this Reporter or fill out the
enrollment form online under the CTSP tab.

TCIA will review the application and, if
approved, you will have 18 months to complete
the remaining CTSP requirements and certifi-
cation process. 

2. Use the “CTSP Core Competencies Study
Guide”

After your application is approved, you will
receive the “CTSP Core Competencies

Study Guide.” The un-graded,
“Critical Thinking” exercises and
other exercises in this manual are
designed to build your skills and
knowledge of safety management.
They bring almost immediate bene-
fit to your company’s safety

program.

3. Attend the CTSP Advanced Safety/
Behavioral Training Workshop

After completing the exercises in the Study
Guide, enrollees will attend a workshop and
certification exam. The workshop will review
safety management concepts. Role-playing,
group exercises and skills demonstrations will
be used to instruct and evaluate participants.
After the workshop, you are eligible to sit for
the exam offered the next day, or you can drop
into any of the growing number of proctored
testing facilities located conveniently through-
out the U.S. and, for a nominal fee, take the
CTSP exam when it best suits your schedule.
Visit the CTSP section on tcia.org for the list
of the testing facilities. 

Now, another reason to enroll … workers
comp!

With revenue tighter than ever this year,
TCIA members are examining every expense
and looking for ways to cut costs. The safest
tree care companies have the lowest workers’
compensation bills. TCIA’s annual accident
survey clearly highlights that the safest com-
panies in the industry are accredited and/or
enrolled in the CTSP program. 

The differences are staggering: Accredited
companies and companies involved with the
CTSP program are more than 10 times less
likely to experience a lost workday incident
than their non-accredited/non-CTSP counter-
parts. Safety is an investment that pays off –
for the employee and the company!

Because of this safety record, General
Agency Services, through its ArborMAX pro-
gram, has been able to provide the tree care
industry with full-service, TCIA-endorsed,

commercial insurance that includes workers’
compensation. The program offers standard
coverages, industry-specific coverages, and a
very selective workers’ compensation program.
Coverages are available to all companies in the
industry, though the workers’ compensation
program has eligibility requirements designed
to provide a competitive insurance program
that will be around for the long term.
ArborMAX also supports tree care industry
loss control services provided by TCIA.

To be eligible for consideration for workers’
compensation coverage, a company must:

� Be a TCIA member company
� Be designated an accredited company by

TCIA or have a full-time CTSP as an
employee

� Have acceptable loss experience accord-
ing to General Agency Services’
underwriting requirements

So what are you waiting for? Affordable work-
ers’ compensation insurance could be as close
as the next conference you plan to attend.

For more information on enrolling in the
CTSP program, contact Peter Gerstenberger at
1-800-733-2622 or peter@tcia.org.

Information can also be found at
www.tcia.org under CTSP or Insurance &
Benefits.

CTSP - Easy as 1 … 2 … 3 

Cyclists taking part in the Stihl Tour des Trees 400-mile ride through New England July 18-25, 2009, to benefit the TREE Fund will stop at
TCIA headquarters in Londonderry, N.H., the morning of Friday, July 24. 

To honor one of the founding organizations of the TREE Fund, the main body of the Tour will leave Nashua and head to TCIA headquar-
ters for a public education and tree planting event before continuing on to Boston. Members are invited to join TCIA staff in hosting riders
for the events at our offices. Contact Diane Morgan at 1-800-733-2622 or via morgan@tcia.org for details.

If you are in New England that week, but can’t make it to our offices on July 24, check the Tour route at www.treefund.org and find another
spot along the route where you will be able to show riders a bit of our New England spirit and cheer them on.

Help us welcome Tour des Trees riders in New Hampshire July 24
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For some attendees, the seminars are only a
small part of what makes TCI EXPO a

must-attend event; for others, they are the rea-
son to attend. 

Last month we listed nine of the seminars
scheduled for 2009; The rest are listed here.
But watch our Web site and upcoming issues
of TCI Magazine for more TCI EXPO 2009
information and offerings.

Tuesday/Wednesday, Nov. 3-4
(Pre-Conference Workships)

CTSP Workshop
Peter Gerstenberger, TCIA., Londonderry, N.H.

CPR/First Aid Train the Trainer Workshop
Coyne First Aid, Sellersville, Pa.

Consultative Sales Services – Getting New Clients
Steve McClatchy, Alleer Training & Consulting,
Malvern, Pa.

Business Boot Camp
Robert Rouse, TCIA, Inc., Londonderry, N.H.

Family Business Workshop
Mark Green, The Family Business Consulting
Group, Inc., Marietta, Ga.

Thursday, November 5
How Can I be No. 1 on Google?
Brian Kraff, Market Hardware, Bethesda, Md.

Safety Update
Dr. John Ball, South Dakota State University,
Brookings, S.D.

New Methods for Analyzing and Predicting Wind
Load on Trees
Erk Brudi, TreeConsult, Gauting, Germany

Keynote Presentation – The Business of Leading You
Steve McClatchy, Alleer Training & Consulting,
Malvern, Pa.

Time Management – Getting Organized Will Save
Time & Money
Steve McClatchy, Alleer Training & Consulting,
Malvern, Pa.

Accident Trends in Modern Arboriculture
David Marren, The F. A. Bartlett Tree Expert Co.,
Charlotte, N.C.

Friday, November 6, 2009
Native Plants and the Biodiversity Movement
Robert Wells, Robert Wells Tree & Landscape Inc.,
Princeton N.J.

Job Costing
Guy Gruenberg, Grow Consulting, Alsip, Ill. 

PHC & Diagnosis
Dr. Chris Luley, Urban Forestry LLC, Naples, N.Y.

The Who and Why of Insect and Mite Outbreaks in
Cities and Suburbs
Dr. Michael Raupp, University of Maryland,
College Park, Md.

Things You Must Know About Business Financing
and Do Not Know to Ask
Itamar Chalif, Atlantic Capital Solutions,
Middleboro, Mass.

Testing Trees for Decay
Dr. Chris Luley, Urban Forestry LLC, Naples, N.Y.

The Business of Safety
Dr. John Ball, South Dakota State University,
Brookings S.D.; and Donald Blair, Sierra Moreno
Mercantile, Hagerstown, Md.

Tree Response to Climate Change
Dr. Kevin Smith, USDA Forest Service, Durham, N.H.

Saturday, November 7
TCIA Accreditation
Robert Rouse, TCIA, Inc., Londonderry, N.H.

The Impact of Growth Stresses on Tree Risk
Assessment
Erk Brudi, TreeConsult, Gauting, Germany

Safety Presentation
Peter Gerstenberger, TCIA, Londonderry, N.H.

All speakers and their topics, as well as other TCI
EXPO 2009 events and activities, are available for
review at tcia.org.

A taste of the seminars lined up for EXPO ’09

John Ball’s review of the year’s acci-

dents is always well attended.

The April 24, 2009, “Morbidity and
Mortality Weekly Report,” which is pub-

lished by the Centers for Disease Control
(CDC), features a front cover article on the
dangers of tree work. The CDC’s recommen-
dations focus on increasing training,
education and outreach on safe practices in
the tree care industry. 

Specifically, CDC states in the article that,
“Employers, trade and worker associations,
and policymakers should take additional steps
to improve the safety of workers involved in
tree care, such as providing formal training to
workers and ensuring that personal protective
equipment (e.g., fall protection equipment) is
used properly.” 

Importantly, the CDC report found that in
70 percent of the fatalities they examined, the
employer’s safety training consisted only of

informal or on-the-job training and, in 75 per-
cent of the fatalities, the employer lacked a
written safety policy. 

The CDC also noted outreach and educa-
tion may be particularly important for small
businesses and their employees, finding that
“A substantial portion of the fatalities
occurred in workers who were self employed
or worked for establishments with fewer than
10 employees. Small businesses typically do
not have the resources to employ occupation-
al safety professionals, and might lack the
knowledge, skill, and resources to identify
safety hazards and develop safe work prac-
tices.”

The article also encourages employers to
educate themselves, stating that “Employers
… should seek out information on worker
safety before initiating tree care operations,

andshould develop, implement and enforce a
comprehensive safety program that includes
formal training in tree safety, fall protection,
electrical hazards, machine safety, safety along
roadways, first aid, and … CPR.”  

TCIA believes training is paramount to work-
er safety and, several years ago, launched the
Certified Treecare Safety Professional program
to promote an industry-wide commitment to a
culture of safety. The association also petitioned
OSHA to establish a clear set of rules specific
to tree care operations based on the existing
ANSI Z133 consensus standard. 

For more information on the CTSP program
and a list of upcoming workshops, go to
www.tcia.org/public/main_ctsp.htm. To read
the full CDC report on the dangers of tree
work, go to http://tcia.org/news/

CDC highlights fatalities in tree care



three men were about 40 feet up in the tree.

Firefighters were able to get the two men

down, but by the time they could get to

Corrales, he had died.

Employee struck, injured by boom

A Kenosha, Wisconsin, man was injured

April 13, 2009, when he was hit by the

boom of a tree trimming truck in Pleasant

Prairie, Wisc. 

The tree truck had tipped over while

being used at a residence to trim trees,

according to The Daily Kenoshan. A tow

service was called to help lift the truck. The

tow service was able to get the truck

upright, but the boom arm with the basket

for workers to stand in was still extended.

Jason Stankus, 31, an employee of the tree

service, was then lowering the boom when

it fell in an awkward manner back toward

him, striking him.

Rescue personnel transported Stankus to

a local hospital with what were believed to

be potentially life threatening injuries. 

Bees sting tree trimmer 100 times 

Three tree trimmers were hospitalized

after they were swarmed by bees in Irvine,

California, April 14, 2009. One of the

workers received more than 100 stings.

Another victim was stung 50 to 75 times.

The third victim was stung fewer than 25

times, according to NBCSanDiego.com. 

All three were hospitalized at Western

Medical Center in Santa Ana. Authorities

said they suffered allergic reactions.

The attack occurred while the workers

were landscaping. The hive was in a tree in

which they were working.

Man dies in tree-cutting accident

An Effingham, South Carolina, man

died April 15, 2009, after the tree he was

cutting in Hartsville, S.C., fell on him,

according to a report on www.scnow.com.

Nathaniel McDonald, 67, of owner of a

local tree service company and with more

than 20 years of tree experience, had an

aerial lift on site, but opted to take down

one of the easiest trees by back cutting the

tree at the base, with a loader operator

pushing the trunk, according to additional

witness accounts. The tree was 12-14 inch-

es in diameter and about 60 feet tall. The

trunk apparently split and fell on

McDonald’s back, killing him. Jahn

Hultgren of Hultgren Tree Service LLC in

Florence, S.C. contributed to this report.

Man knocked from ladder, injured

Dean Biondi, of Brighton, Michigan,

was seriously injured April 16, 2009, while

trimming a tree in his backyard. 

Biondi and a friend tried to remove a tree

limb that had grown too close to Biondi’s

house. Biondi was on an extension ladder

with a chain saw while the friend was on the

ground with a rope to pull the branch in the

right direction. The branch cracked horizon-

tally, and the end came down and sprung

toward the ladder, sweeping Biondi off the

ladder, according to clickondetroit.com

The incidents listed here are only a por-
tion of the accidents reported this month.
For the rest, go to tcia.org and click on the
“Safety” tab, then “Monthly Accidents.”

Send local accident briefs to

editor@tcia.org.
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By Mike Payonk

A
few years

ago, a

homeown-

er wanted me to

give him an esti-

mate to remove a

tree trunk. After

looking at it, I

noticed it was full

of cement. I turned

it down (didn’t

want the headache),

but I knew it had to

be the work of my

dad, Paul Payonk,

since he was the

only one who did

this type of work

back then in our area. 

I took photos of the tree in 2006 and

put them in my picture album. 

One evening

more recently,

while looking

through the pic-

tures, it hit me

that some older

pictures I had

in the album

were from the

same tree.

WOW!

Little did I

know, we’ve

been working

next door to this

tree since 2000.

There is one

picture of my

dad back in

1959 doing cav-

ity work on the Norway maple.  

A family-owned business, my

dad had Payonk Tree Company

in the ’50s, but shut it down in

the 1980s. I worked for other

tree companies, then started

Payonk Tree Care in 1997.

Anyone who remembers

cavity work can relate to

these pictures. Notice in the

recent picutre of the trunk

how much it callused over.

Back then, this might have

been acceptable; today we

would remove this tree, no

questions asked.

The owner said the tree died

between 1999 and 2001. That

stump is still there today.

Mike Payonk is
owner/operator of Payonk
Tree Care in Clearfield,
Pennsylvania.

From the Field

The cement-filled stump more or less as it appears today. The work in progress – The chain saw and hammer are evidence of
the sculpting work Paul Payonk did to remove the decayed wood
prior to filling the cavity with cement.

Paul Payonk inspects his sealing work in this picture from the
1950s that Mike Payonk found in his picture album.

In its day, this tree work might have been considered a work of art. Today,
this would be a removal. All images courtesy of Mike Payonk.

TCI will pay $100 for published “From the Field” articles. Submissions become the property of TCI and are subject to editing

for grammar, style and length. Entries must include the name of a company and a contact person. Send to: Tree Care Industry, 136

Harvey Road, Suite 101, Londonderry, NH 03053, or staruk@tcia.org.
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